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call It ladlgnatkm.
Roderick Mageworth Bttts, Jr., apixoached Fanchon when ehe had made
her courtesy to Mrs. Schofleld. Fanchon whispered In Rodericks βατ ato·
"Your bn1r to pretty, Roddy! Don t
forget what you eald yesterday Γ
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Roderick.

"Give us an lntaductiou, Roddy™
Roddy being either reluctant or unable to perform the rite, Fanchon took
matters into her own handa and was
presently favorably Impressed wit*
Maurice, receiving tho Information that

I

f

limbing, Heating,

A

Roderick likewise blushed.
Maurice Levy, captivated by the newcomer's appearance, pressed close to

Taxidermist,

NGLËY

ι

J

his tie had been brought to him by
papa from Skoone's, whereupon
Bhe privately Informed him that she
liked wavy hair and arranged to dance
with himFanchon also thought that nanay haU
,aa attractive, Sam William, dl.cc™.
h a

ed a few minutes later, and so catholic
her taste that a ring of boy.
encircled her before the musicians In
yard struck up their thrllltag march
and Mrs. Schofleld brought Penrod to
escort the lady from out of town to

\faa

the gay marquee, the small orchestra
seated on the lawn at one side of it
and a punch bowl of lemonade lnvitr
lng attention under a tree.
ly the smaU couples stepped up°Qthe
platform, one after another, and began

Decorou^

suppoee.
out or going to Jerusalem,
"Yes, or postofflce and drop the handkerchief," said Mrs. Schofleld. "Things
change so quickly. Imagine asking little Fanchon Gelbralth to play London
bridge! Penrod seems to be
difficult time with her, poor boy. Η
wasn't a shining light in the dancing

JaTln«*

class."

However, Penrod's difficulty

precisely

not

was

8000

B^°w^

*

step, which she taught her next
partner In turn, continuing instructions during the dancing. The children
crowded the floor, and in the kaleldo
ecoplc jumble of bobbing heads and Intermingling figures her extremely dit
ferent style of motion was unobserved
by the older people, who looked on,
nodding time benevolently.
Fanchon fascinated glrla aa well aa
boys.
Many of the former eagerly
Bought her acquaintance and thronged
about her between the dances, when,
accepting the deference due a cosmopolitan and an oracle of the mode, she
gave demonstrations of the new step
to succeeding groups, professing asnew

tonishment to And it unknown. It had
been "all the go," she explained, at
the Long Shore Casino for fully two
•eaaon*·

0UC yiwuvuuvcu

β*νπ

cy dance" executed
termission by Baby

with

hatred thatmdc«iver; tochot

a

And, perhaps because
her tremble.
Jealousy Is a great awakener of the
virtues, she had a perception of something in it worse than lack of dignity
vaguel.' but
reprebeoalble. Finally "be"

"Sithlog

«"«CS

bruahed by ber, touched her■ vrtttibU
elbow and did not even see her. Marjory's state of mind (not unmingled with
emotion) became dangerous. In f fc
trained nurse chancing to observe_ her
at this Juncture would probably have
advised that she be taken home and
was on the verge

Marjorie
puftobed.
hysterics.

of

She saw Fanchon and Penrod

the double embrace quired
dance. The "Slingo Bllgo SUde bant
from the orchestra like the lunatic

by_the

ehriek of a gin maddened negro, and
all the little couples began to bob an
Λ'ρ and sway.
Marjorie made a scene. She sprang
ber
upon the platform and stamped
foot-

ward the lawn.

«You march straight out of here!"
ehe commanded.
Penrod marched.

automatical^

AU Mon·/ Good In Canada,
There is do place In the world where
money la under lees supervision then
In Canada. The coins in circulation
ScboMr.
white
lather,
nd hot above
confined to the Pom in lor.
fleld burst ont of the kitchen door and there are not
British halfpennies and pennies cirhurled forth upon his eon.
and Unit"What do yon mean?" he demanded, culate as freely as the cents,
ed States coins of all descriptions are
shoalder.
the
Penrod
hy
shaking
in value to the Ca"Ten minutée ago,, for the very first accepted as equal
the United States
nadian
though
coins,
I
and
mother
time In our lives, your
refuses to handle the coins of the
were saying we were proud of you,
own side of the borand here you go and throw a rock at Dominion on its
der. In the course of a busy day In
me through the window when I'm
Canada you are not surprised to meet
shaving for dinner!"
nations. Sometimes
"I dldn'tF Penrod quavered. "I was coinage of many
A correspondent who
finds.
get
yon
sun
the
and
a
got
at
sparrow,
shooting
Is an amateur coin collector tells me
In my eyes, and the sling broke"—
be got among bis change a beautiful
"What sling?"
of a farthing of the reign of
specimen
"Thls'n."
and an hour or two after"Where'd you get that devilish thing? George III.,
Be became the possessor of an
ward
a
forbidden
I've
you
Don't you know
old Irish halfpenny over 100 years old,
thousand times"—
with the harp on one side. Probably
"It ain't mine," said Penrod. "Ifs
these two coins had been carefully
yours."
preserved, but poverty induced the pro"What?"
to part with them.—London
prietors
meekly.
the
boy
"Yes, sir," said
Chronicle.
It to me this
"Aunt 8arnh Crlm gave

during

«·

*«μ·-

an

inand

oreclsely the condition of the party
who detects such misbehavior It may

be added that she had acted with a
a decision and a «"«regard
of social consequences all t° bo C°
mended to the attention of ladies in

promptness,

like predicament
"You ought to be ashamed ο
Mlf!" she raged when they

"Aren't you

lawn.

self?"

y

rÇ«chedthe
of yoor
aabamed

Hoi (mud and Herring·.
To the sea the Dutch owe moat at
their wealth. The art of coring h»

was discovered by a poor Dotcft
fisherman, William Beukels, In IBOOi
who found that the flab which thay
caught In great abonda pee could ba
smoked and salted away in kegs and
then transported to the ends of the
world In good condition. Such a trade
resulted that It was said that "Amster-

ring

dam Is built on herring bones." Several hundred years after the death ot
Beukela the emperor, Charles V, went
to the tomb of the fisherman and there
ate a herring In gratitude for the Invention. And In a church in Blervllet
today may be seen a stained glass win·
dow In honor of this man.
Herring
have been one of the chief means of
trade to the Hollanders, so that even
at the present day the first catch Is
taken to the royal («lace In a coach
and six.
Tho fact that the two dominant political parties of Holland for hundred
of years were called the "Cods" and
the "Fishhooks'* shows that maritime
matters were the uppermost in the peo-

—

Williams.
"Yay Γ

returned

Penrod

The Modest Soot.
Love of country is so fine a virtue
that it seems difficult to carry it to excess. A resident of a small village In
the north of Scotland paid a business
visit to London und called on u merchant who, unknown to hbu, had ouce
made a stay in his native pluce. In

mechan-

ically.

"I caught Billy Blue Hill!" shouted
Sam, describing retribution In a meaner perfectly clear to his friend. "You
were mighty lucky to get out of it"

C

Mirror.

The Familier Unknown.
you see every day and never
notice form a favorite topic wlt'i those
who probe curiously into our deficiencies. The watch trick Is perhaps an
open secret by now, and yet you may
fall In reproducing the Roman figures
that you confront in all moods many
times a day. Can you describe the as-

Things

IhaveIJj

ing her eyes. "Keep still, you uglj
boy I Shut up!"

She slapped him.
He should have understood from thh
how much she cared for bin, but ht
rubbed his cheek and declured
"I'll never speak to you again!
»You will too!" she sobbed passion

ately.

why, what your
wash your
your tailor, how often you
teeth, bow much you owe, whether
,
and what
you have any birthmarks
was the occupation of your grandfather. These and all other topics that
anxious
are personal to you they are
to discover. Their curiosity is unbounded; but, my sakes, how polite
they are about it!—Samuel G. Blytbe
in Saturday Evening Post

leave ber, but paused.
His mother, bis sister
their grownup friends had flnishec
tea and were approaching trou
Other parents and guar
the house.
dianfl were with them, coming
children, and there were carriages ant

^

Selr

almoblles

Jed aS

Fancbon's dance
Fanchon.
came from the orient by a roundabout

duced

by

way.

Pausing In old Spain, taking
Gallic frankness In gallantry at the
Bal Bulller in Paris, combining with a
relative from the south seaa encounon

a

tered In San Francisco, flavoring Itself
with a care free negroid abandon in
New Orleans and accumulating, too,
something inexpressible from Mexico
and South America, It kept throughout
Its travels to the underworld or to circles where nature Is extremely frank
and rank, until at last it reached the
dives of New York, when It immediately broke out in what Is called civilized

society.

Thereafter it soon spread in variously modified form»—some of them
disinfected—to watering places and
thence, carried by hundreds of older
male and female Fanchons over the

^■hat

^bat

"Iw^itr Gelhralth^
^^eDun^rrcrioé
grizzlj
Schoflid, bunny bugging M^garei
Mrs.

"or

or

^They're only turkey trotting,"

eak

Twrf^8 outcries

B

auTand lister,
^Sf
With

It

course

the mothers
rushed upon the pa

dreadful," ealt

was

renderij

hour later,
her lord anaccH,unt of be
^
it was every Dit me lu
„ thl
extraordinary child. And ofI all the

Mrs. Scbotleld

an

■

quiet, demnre llttle

mean

^l^

^

when she tirst came.
of ho,·

^

Eleven^»

well trained. <o fl-itohed!
old! I never eaw anything like ber u
If. tb. NOW Child" he,

"52*Γ5Ϊ of

her -**«»·«
to have heen champagne Id th,

pgM

Hstw

WJ

-he'd forgotten «.
country, being eagerly adopted every- her pocket flesh." he suggested
where and made wholly pure and respectable by the supreme moral axiom
.rent 7«o Proud of F-n-T
that anything is all right If enough
people do It
outside the pavillon
Everybody was doing It
MT never thought to see ^ ^
It was perNot quite everybody.
haps some test of this dance that And Penrod was the only boy not do
to refuse. ΑΠ »
earth could furnish no more grotesque
sight than that of children doing It
etberewer«Γreturned trims
Earth, assisted by Fanchon, was fur-Every
Q^rgie Baesettr
nishing this sight at Penrod's party.
said Mr. Schofleld, pattta
By the time Ice cream and cake arriv- «
ed about half the guests had either
MM
been Initiated Into the mysteries by

""■•But

^Vtbeonlyooe

iP-WeU"

L*fthe

Fanchon or were learning by Imitation, and the education of the other
half was resumed with the dancing
when tbe attendant ladles, unconscious of what was happening, withdrew Into the house for tea and a bit

of gossip.
"That orchestra's a dead one," Fanchon remarked to Penrod. "We ought
to liven them up a little."
She approached the musicians.
"Don't you know," she asked the
leader, "the 'Sllngo Sligo Slide?'H
The leader giggled, nodded, rapped
with his bow upon his violin, and Penrod, following Fanchon back upon the
dancing floor, blindly brushed with his
elbow a solitary little figure standing
aloof on the lawn at the edge of the

Organs
price.

price.

platform.
It

waa

>

Marjorle.
6HAPTKR XXIIL
the Fence.
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He

Shed

and toot from the

that mornlnf.
He
Tbey held fast. βηα_
was entirely

t
ovw

tajjd

^
S^^nd hH»
Πβ found
i"f

BhTiLTZtTe
I

oheentii

It to the leathe

ancient catap*
aQd drew
hopped upo
Ρ
for a shot A flparrow
^he hous<
. brMChtet««n hUQ andtt,
^
„dh, alined at the

sp^
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Over
nddahartni
Shis father,
mood to approve of anything
I Introduced by Fanchon she had
wUdl:
first
1 scornfully refused from the
Words crashed with
to dance the new "step" and be;
words, fragmentary, but «
1
rause of its bonfire popularity found

j

TN

l4;^/

no

herself neglected In

a

société'where

Hunting Trouble.
When a man Just naturally wants
trouble it Ls mighty easy to find an exMike
cuse for making it. According to
Hogan, Casey and O'Brien were having α personal argument of their own.

they doing?" gasped^™

are

Williams, blushing deeply,

"pl^fgd

etrlcken<ln

fl^rWdng

«o?J patrtfl·4. Λ

α

shilling, which I hope you

many times a day, or a penny
postage stamp? I am sure that any
postal maiden could sell me a dozen
on
penny stamps with the wrong head
them and send me away contented.
And yesterday I met a man who had
lived for yeurs In happiness on Haverstock hill and couldn't tell me the
number of steps that led to the front
see as

deny It any louper."
"Then why didn't you say so at
door of his own bouse.—London Specfirst?" demanded the Englishman.
tator.
"Weol," was the calm resixmse, "I
dldna like to boast o' It in London."—
The Rise of Newfoundland.
London Chronicle.
Newfoundland has had a curious hisdistory. CalKJt, sailing from Bristol,
covered It in 1497, end In 1583 Sir HumThe Inquisitive Jap·.
Gilbert annexed its wild and
The Japanese have a lively desire to phrey
for Queen Elizabeth. Yet
shores
rocky
know all about you. They are actively
until 130 years ago it was Illegal to
busihealth,
in
your
Interested
your
build α permanent house there. The
ness, your habits, your wealth, your
island was held by "merchant advenlike
bow
your
you
personal affairs,
turers" for the sake of the fisheries.
clothes
what
your
eggs for breakfast,
They hired their fishermen in England,
cost, where you are going, when you took them ucross the Atluntlc each
are going and why you nre going; what
back at the
there, spring und brought them
you intend to do after you get
commencement of winter.
what your excuse for existing is, how
Newfoundland's Importance in the
often you get your hair cut, how many
cod
fishery arises to a great extent
and
not
have
or
children you have
the fact that It is only within her
from
Is
who
watch cost,

"You be quiet!"
„
-But what'd I do, Marjorie?
done anything to you," he pleaded. "1
haven't even seen you all
fill«You be quiet!- she cried, tears fll,

He^urned'to

assertion,

however, was feuled. Presently, to the
merchant's surprise, another Glen McLuskle expression was beard. "My
dear Mr. MacTuvlsh, I feel convinced
that you are α Glen McLuskle man
after all," insisted the merchant
"Weel," returned the other, "I'll no

II—'

leThe

pagne.
The dancing continued, tbe new step
gaining Instantly In popularity, fresh
couples adventuring with every numThe word "step" is somewhat
ber.
misleading, nothing done with the feet
being vital to the evolutions Intro-

from Glen McLuskle?"

"Well, so long!" called Sam, dropping from his fence, and the friendly
voice came then, more fulntly, "Many
happy returns of the day, Penrod!"
And now a plaintive little whine
sounded from below Penrod's feet, and,
looking down, he saw that Duke, his

"What for?" he inquired helplessly.

a"e.

36

morning and told mo to give It back
Then There Was α SHakeup.
She said she took It away
to you.
Some years ago the Italian minister ple's thoughts.—Exchange.
You
from you thlrty-flve years ago.
of foreign affairs, Slgnor Prlnettl, askkilled her hen, she said. She told me
ed his majesty King Victor Emmanuel
Concerning the Dolomites.
some more to tell you, but I've forto sign a decree for the augmentation
The fairyland about Cortina Is fagotten."
of the staff of the foreign office. The miliar to thousands of tourists as "The
•*Ohr said Mr. Scbofleld.
king promised to think the mutter over Dolomites." Dolomite, a rock comHe took the broken sling In his hand, and the next morning set out alone 011
pounded of carbonate of lluie and carlooked at it long and thoughtfully, and foot to pay a visit to tho office. Arrivbonate of magnesia, takes its name
he looked longer, and quite a» thought- ing at 0 o'clock, he found no one there.
from the French geologist Deodat de
turned
he
Then
away
Penrod.
at
fully,
A long search unearthed a solitary
Gratet, Marquis de Dolomleu, who
and walked toward the bouse.
clerk who was smoking cigarettes.
spent his time In 1785) and the follow"I'm sorry, papa," said Penrod.
"What are the hours of this office?"
ing years, while his countrymen were
Mr. Schofleld coughed, and as he asked the king.
busy with revolution and war, In visitreached the door called back, but with"From 8 to 12," was tho reply.
ing this and other Alpine districts. He
out turning his head.
"And when may I expect to see your
first mentions this kind of rock in
A broken colleaimes?"
"Never mind, little boy.
1791, and the word "Dolomite" first
11."
about
turn
window Isn't much harm."
up
"They generally
occurs In a pamphlet of 1802 describcomes
wanchief
Penrod
In
When
your
When he had gone
"Very well.
ing a tour of his in the Alps about the
dered down the yard to the back fence, tell him the king has been here."
The
Gothard and the 8implon.
climbed upon It and sat In reverie
And then Ids majesty sent for Slgnor St
noted by Mr. Coolldge,
Prlnettl and suggested that instead of curious point,
there.
make is that the marquis seems to have
A slight figure appeared, likewise asking for more clerks he should
those
that
already
paid no attention to the dolomite rock·
to
see
business
his
It
upon a fence, beyond two neighboring
the neighborhood of his own home,
duties.
In
their
to
attended
staff
on the
yards.
London
Dolomleu, near Grenoble.
"Yay, Penrod!" called comrade Sam

Rennsdale
waiting in the
Georgle Bassett, giving it as ber opin- the "Bllngo Slide went on reg.
ion that Miss Rennsdale and Mr. Baseett were "dead ones," and she exgroup of grown up people hesl
came to a halt, gazing at tin
pressed surprise that the puncb bowl
contained lemonade and not cham-

and

Rill4"fT

was

of the kind hla mother sup-

P<Ffcnchon

Pianos

South Pari·»

lïfaceat

He could near nis
descent of the back
stain, Instant and furious, and then,

sling Is hie hand.

parent*· booming

He was stunned; obeyed
ly without question and had very little
"I know that!"
realization of w,hat was happening to
"You wouldn't of, If it hadn't been
him
Altogether and without reason
the course of conversation the visitor
he was In precisely the condition of an lor Marjorie."
made use of un expression that led the
detected In flagrant mis"Well, don't I know that?" Penrod other to exclaim, "Surely you come
playing Quaker meeting, clap In, clap elderly spouse
pect of
behavior. Marjorie similarly was In shouted, with heat
I
The

SAMUEL RICHARDS
Optometrist and Opticiar

W.J.Wheeler

alone upon the lawn, clinchjorie
ing her small liste, watching the new
lw high tide aud bating'

to dance.
"Ifs not much like a children β party
in our day," Mrs. William* saldto
Penrod's mother. "We'd have been

Us

price

'^Forgotten
stood

....

$ë*2Ëi W

always
right

th®ftra/1^e fjf

the dancing pavilion.
••Penrod Schofleldt" she shouted.
n
Headed by this pair, the children
"You BEHAVE yourself!"
Bought partners and paraded solemnly
The remarkable girl took Penrodb>
out of the front door and round a cor- the ear.
By his ear she swung him
'ound
There they
ner of the house.
to
away from Fanchon and faced him

Maine.

People Say

j®

Se

L S. BILLINGS

South Paris,

"W®^"

w^pered
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the
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practical agricultural topics ceaa in
growing and developing profitable
animale. Letting an animal down in
Dem
Kdltor
Oxford
Hammond,
condition
ia a great and permanent loaa
Agricultural
Dentist,
ocrat, Parle. Me.
tnat no amount of care and food can reMAINK.
s
aw A y,
place, a aometbing lost forever. When
we neglect to keep tbeae yonng animals
τ»—J to 12—1 lo 4.
Water on the Farm.
Ί
thriving, not only la tbe food waated,
K <1 PARK·
but a waare of time ia involved; besides,
Pl'RE AND ABUNDANT SUPPLY A l'RIME
it takes na considerable time to overAttorneys at Law,
NECESSITY.
come the unthrifty habit.
MAIMS,
STKttL,
Aa soon aa possible after the calf is
Ellery C.Park
(t. Herrlck.
ν
No questions are of greater importance dropped I take it from the oow. The
to the farm family than the farm's water best time ia within twenty-four hours afCARL S. BRIGGS,
supply and tbe disposal of its sewage. ter its birtb. I allow the cow to lick tbe
Dentist,
The prospective builder should make calf nearly dry. When the calf ia able
certain that these problems are solved fo stand np, and sometimes before, it is
MAINE.
Til 1'AKIS,
Copyright 1914, by Doubled·?,
before be does anything else, for they lie given from a bottle about a quart of it*
Iluure : 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Even at the foundation of the
entire house- mother's milk, quite warm. In cold
Page & Compta?
MDtmeut. Special attentior hold's bealth and comfort.
first
be
weather the bottle should
> children.
the
milk
so
that
i
Purity and abundance are the two es- warmed with hot water,
Telephone U> t
sentials of water supply. Ordinarily, it is not chilled. If tbe milk should get
made bot.
but
not
warmed
it
ia
chilled
bas been calculated,each person ou a farm
[OONTINtTED.]
J. WALDO
will require 30 gallons a day, each horse Milk more than blood warm, or cold, is
For a calf of usual
from 10 to 13, each cow from 10 to 14, not good for a calf.
Δ dancing floor bad been laid upon a
each hog from 1 to 3, and each sheep 1 size I feed two quarts whole milk at a
platform In the yard when Mrs. Schogallon. If greater quantities are obtain- meal, two meals a dav. This I continue fleld and her son arrived at their own
for five days, at the end of which time
able, so much the better.
-iple Street, rear Matonio Block,
abode, and a -white and scarlet striped
Wells and springe are the usual sources the milk ia skimmed when 12 boura old, I
was In process of erection overNORWAY.
one Oonneotion.
of farm water. Both may easily be con- and only skim milk fed. Theaizeoftbe canopy
from the
taminated, and tbe vicinity should, there- feed is now increased gradually until the I head to shelter the dancers
fore, be inspected for possible source· of youngster is allowed three quarts at I sun. Workmen were busy everywhere
I
under the direction of Margaret, and
pollution. In some cases typhoid epi- three weeks old.
Maine,
Norway,
When the calf Is 10 days old tbe milk the smitten heart of Penrod began to
demics have been traced to springe which
which have become polluted through fis- may be skimmed at 24 boura. At no beat rapidly.
All this was for blm.
I
Contamination time do I feed sour milk, and never cold.
sures in the rock sttata.
was twelve!
It Is Pe
some months old.
is
calf
un·
till
the
reach
well
water
through
may aiqo
After lunch he underwent an elabcemented joints in the masonry, and for better tepid than hot at any time. When
Sheet Metal Work,
For
a little good sweet I orate toilet and murmured not.
CEILINGS A SPECIALTY. this reason it is always well to cement five or six days old
In his life he knew the
the joints for a considerable distance hay is placed within reach to be nibbled the first time
Surface contamination at. The bottle can be uned for several I wish to be sandpapered, waxed, and
from the top.
&
can be guarded against by the erection days or longer, at tbe option of tbe feed- polished to the highest possible degree.
a time
NEVS AND COLNSELLORS AT LAW of a suitable concrete curb.
er, but by tilting it only a little at
And when the operation was over he
Once an abundance of pure water has the calf will soon learn to suck, and if stood before the mirror in new bloom,
Rumford, Maine.
I
to
cold
not
is
enough
been secured there is no single improve- the weather
to hope that his reto drink I feeling encouraged
GENERAL PRACTICE.
ment wbich will add so much to tbe the milk it can easily be taught
to I semblance to his father was not so
muzzle
its
mea
from
conducting
as
some
of
tbe
household
by
comfort
pail
O. BUbcc
Ralph T. Parker
strong as Aunt Sarah seemed to think.
chanical system of making it readily tbe milk with two fingers.
>pauldinkC Bisbee
10 I y
It will be seen that the price of butter
available. Where tbe supply is obtained
cuts no figure in raising calves by my I
an elevation above tbe house the matΔ tank or method, for as soon as tbe cow's milk is
ter is comparatively simple.
Ε. W.
reservoir can be built and pipes ruu fit to ase in tbe family it is skimmed
down from it, through which tbe watei til my calves are ready to turn out on
Tbey get nothing
will dow by gravity and from wbich it pasture.
1
In the majority but milk and hay, not even salt.
can be drawu^t will.
In starting a delicate calf tbe greatest
will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any of cases, however, before tbe force of
not to overfeed
-lie or Style at reasonable prices.
gravity can be utilized it will be neces- care should be taken
to this, I know of but one rule that
sary to pump the water into an elevated As
tank. Unless thi» is in tbe house itself can be relied on, which is as follows
so
it is likely to freeze
during severe Feed slowly, watch tbe sides of the little
fellow, and as soon as tbey are flush
trouble.
int of any kind of Finish for Inside οι I weather and cause
U
Lum
Of the various methods of elevating with the shoulders and hips, or very lit- I
Oui.
work, send In your orders. Pine
Cash.
for
hand
Cheap
on
ber ».
alnglea
By this rule I
water tbe windmill is perhaps the most tie more, stop feeding.
satisfactory in the majority of cases. Its can safely feed tbe most delicate Jersev
and Job Work. first cost may seem rather high, but after calf without measuring tbe milk; indeed,
it is once erected it costs little to operate I prefer this rule of measurement. We
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
and maintain. On the other hand, a ihould do everything to build up
large storage tank is a necessity as a pre- strong and vigorous constitution and a
E. W.
caution against long periods of calm healthy frame during the first year of a
Maine
....
W -t Sumner,
weather when no wind blows and the calf's life, for unless this Is being done
i
Water stored in this we are doing precisely the other thing,
mill stands idle.
There is no middle or standstill course
way becomes warm in summer and in
In This Town
At tbe end of two I
winter is often too cold to give to stock. In growing a calf.
ver really enjoyed a meal until
Tbe storage difficulty does not exist years of proper feeding and
ν
by an animal
when the gasoline engine is used, but we will be rewarded
advised them to take a
the engine has its own drawbacks. Al- possessing a strong, healthy appearance,
a
though it does not cost as much to install *ith well-developed frame; Its bones
will be covered with an abundance ofl
as a windmill, its operating cost is coni oul^
siderably greater, depreciation is more tiesb and fat and its skin will be soft and
•re ;tn· 1 after each uieal.
rapid, and expensive repairs are required mellow and its hair glossy and fine.
us—-5c a bos.
A 1 1-2 to 2 horse- When the calves are playful it may be
more frequently.
that they are
power engine, however, such as is gen- taken as a sure indication
Chae. H. Howard Co.
erally used for pumping water, may be healthy aud thriving, and when they apused advantageously for many other pur- pear lifeless it may be taken as a sure
is wrong with
poses on the farm as well. Air-cooled indication that something
engines are recommended when tbe them. All animals, man included, have
and
this
fact should
pumping is intermittent, for they will much in common;
When steady, un- be kept id mind wheu we are caring·
not freeze in winter.
welerand Graduate Optician.
interrupted work is expected, and there our live stock. It would be well if we
is, therefore, no danger of freezing, would ask ourselves how certain lines of
water-cooled engines are to be preferred. care and treatment would suit us if we
Tbe pressure or pneumatic tank has were in the place of our animals.
the great advantage of enabling modern fenee of bodily ease and comfort is
bath-rooms with good water pressure to essential in the care of stock.—Fred I
be located in any part of tbe premises. Orne in X. E. Homestead.
Tbe tank also can be placed in the cellar
The White Gloves Upon Hi· Hand·
Raise More Sheep and Swine.
and thus protected from danger of freezHad a Pleasant Smell.
ing. Under this system, water is pumped
It was not long ago that W. P. HayMAINE.
to
white
50
The
gloves upon his hands had
in against air pressure of from 40
ford of Oxford County, Me., bad the satpounds a square inch. The chief objec- isfaction of taking to the Auburn market a pleasant smell, he found, and as he
tion is the initial cost, which is always
the stairs he had great
twenty pigs which weighed 5000 pounds. came down
[iWu
He received a check of <9417 for them. content in the twinkling of his new
L oiler ravoraoie ctrcumsiances a ram is
Ile stepped twice
The heaviest one in the lot weighed 334 duiK-lng slippers.
an economical and conveoieut means of
pounds, the lightest one 187. This was on each step the better to enjoy their
is
Tbe
water.
however,
ram,
elevatiDg
live weight. When dressed, the total
effect, und at the same time he deeply
mechanical language is
not what in
weight was 4177 pounds.
Inhaled the odor of the gloves. In spite
known as "efficient," and, in conse■ not soon forget th· benefits I derived
Many New England farmers are slow
had his social cac
use of Foley Kidney Pill·."—AL A.
quence, there must be a large surplus of to raise bogs for the local market, since of everything Penrod
Unis
It
to be perceived
water before it is a feasible device.
Already
pacities.
will
be
sell
it
to
c». Forest Grove, Oregon.
impossible
they fear
der this system the necessary power is them at satisfactory prices.
jrh work and too little work
It seems that there were In him the makings
effect
same
>
How
of
the
have about the
derived frum the downward
that Mr. Penley, the dealer who bought of a cotillion leader.
Proper water
• r ons past middle age.
itself, which is so controlled that these, believes in the local product and
Then came from the yard α sound of
tho kidneys Is necessary to
to
a
certain
ram
elevate
the
it enables
Th< y act as a filter
thinks farmers should raise more of tuning instruments, squeak of Qddle,
Much
into
a
tank.
it
of
storage
.a ve from the blood poisonous
portion
them. He says: "I am at a grett loss croon of
cello, a falling triangle ringmatter which If permitted toj is
wasted in the operation, however to understand
why farmers dç not raise
and he
η in the system leads to many
this
circumstances
certain
Under
may more sheep and swine.
Years' ago our ing and tinkling to the floor,
c
ications.
mon
be partially remedied by having tbe fathers raised and sold lambs at 7 cents a turned pale.
y nervous, tired, run-down
ths
Chosen guests began to arrive, while
women suffer from pains in
power furnished by tbe tiuw of other pound dressed and made a profit.
Now
and sides, dizzy spells, bladder
water.
commission Penrod, suffering from stage fright and
we are paying 20 cents on a
stiff
and
muscles
sore
S3,
On the ordinary farm, unless the sew- basis and cannot get enough at that
ts and fall to realize that rheurnaperspiration, stood beside his mother,
of properly, there is
diabetes or eveu Bright's dis- age is disposed
price. Lambs are easily raised, feeding in the "drawing room," to receive them.
that the water supply may be
·· may result.
daDger
and
is
little
grain
very
upon pastures
believe that
He greeted unfamiliar acquaintances
you kave cause to
polluted. Where privies are in use, they needed except to finish them off a short
or
r kidneys are weak, disordered
and Intimate fellow criminals with the
should be located so that no drainage time ahead of marketing.
tive you should act immediately,
been used
murmuring "'M glad
from them can reach tbe source of water
"The advance in price for hogs bas same frigidity,
y Kidney Pills have
"
old with
ν
but they shoald also be readily not been so
to all alike, largely Increasuns, middle aged and
supply,
bat there is still to see y*
great,
act
quick·
M'kte satisfaction. They
relief accessible. The ultimate disposal of tbe plenty of opportunity
for handsome ing the embarrassment which always
and surely and have given
sewage may be accomplished in several profits to farmers.
We are now paying prevails at the beginning of children's
tM«ji wf tvQ j war»' auuiduifc.
South Part·. ways.
10 cents a pound, dressed weight, and festivities.
His unnatural pomp and
K.SUURTHcrr A CO.,
A common but dangerous practice is there should be
good money in it for circumstance had so thoroughly upset
to discharge it into a convenient stream. farmers at that.
Some twenty years ago
him, In truth, that Marjorie Jones reThis may easily start a typhoid epidemic we
paid only 4 1-2 to 5 cents a pound, ceived a distinct shock, now to be refarther down the stream and should not and farmers made a living at those
prices. lated. Dr.
be encouraged. Surface irrigation over
Thrope, the very kind old
My impression is Maine farmers will
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN
tbe land is better, but here again care make much more money raising lambs clergyman who had baptized Penrod,
must be taken to prevent the infection and
hogs than by raising cattle. There came in for α moment to congratulate
Red Cedar and Spruce Clap- of articles of food, such as lettuce, which
is not nearly the work in it that dairying
the boy and had just moved away
boards, New Brunswick Cedar are eaten raw. More satisfactory results demands. New England grown pork Is when it was Marjorle's turn, in the
are usually obtained from cesspools, and
that
we
in
to
the
west.
get
Une of children, to speak to Penrod.
Shingles, North Carolina Pine. the "leaching cesspool," in which the superior
"1 am only too glad to buy all the bogs
Sheathing: sewage percolates gradually through that I can locally. We now handle up- She gave him what she considered a
and
Flooring
material, has often proved suo wards of 25,000 annually. Close to 90 forgiving look and, because of the ocParoid Roofing1, Wall Board porous
cessfnl. Such a ces.tpool may, however, per cent, of our meat product handled in casion, addressed him in a perfectly
be extremely dangerous if located in the thie market is not raised in Maine. A courteous manner.
Apple Barrel Heads, and
path of ground water tlowing toward the point to be remembered is that Maine
"I wish you many happy returns of
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS
well. Septic tanks also have a number farmers should not try to raise
large the day, Penrod."
of important advantages, but it is usualhogs. Any packer will tell yon that
"Thank you, sir!" he returned, folly desirable to use filters in connection smaller ones are the most profitable. I
with them. Subsurface irrigation is also would rather have two pigs weighing lowing Dr. Thorpe with a glassy stare
In which there was absolutely no reccommon in connection with a septic tank. 250
pounds each than one hog weighing
To
ognition of Marjorle. Then he greeted
bave
three
had
rather
1
500.
weighpigs
Ureeo Food for Chickens.
"I cannot eat this or that food, it does
Levy, who was next.to Maring 200 pounds each than one bog weigh- Maurice
not agree with me." Our advice to
"
'M glad to see yT
Are your chickens backward, small ing 600 pounds. It is also more profita- jorle,
all of them is to take a
Often the growth ble for a farmer to raise them. They
and slow to develop?
Dumfounded, Marjorle turned aside
of chickens is greatly handicapped by mature quickly and fatten easily and are and stood
near, observing Penrod with
the lack of green food and exercise. This ready for market in early fall if born in
It was the first great surprise
gravity.
must
be
the spring."
is usually the case when they
of her life. Customarily she had seembefore and after each meal. 25c a box.
confined in small yards In order to proed to place his character somewhere
to
or
or
The Sacrifice* of Patriotism.
crows
from
hawks,
tect them
Chas. H. Howard Co.
Tbe small insave a neighbor's garden.
Will farmers forego $100,000,000 for a between that of the professional rioter
closure is soon stripped of green grass prinoiple?
Tee.
Will they support and that of the orang outang. Never£ y es Examined for Glassei I and the sod becomes packed and filthy. temperance to tbe extent of giving up theless her manner at times just hintEven though some green staff is thrown the annnal market
for $100,000,000 ed a consciousness that this Caliban
in, the chickens seldom get enough of it, worth of grain and hops, sugar and mo- was her property, wherefore she stared
so they gorge themselves with grain and lasses, fruits and other produce, now
I then stand around in a dumpish manner used in the production of liquor? Yes at him Incredulously as his bead bobdown In the dancing school
failing to take sufiicient exercise for indeed-! Bat there will be no sach loss. bed up and
Then she
his guests.
and healthy develop- For
bow,
greeting
of
that
be
digestion
will
proper
every pound
produoe
South Paris, Maine.
ment.
used to make more dairy food, more heard an adult voice near her exclaim:
will
fail
this
A few moments' attention
meats and fibers.
"What an exquisite child!"
Dairy drinks and
help make ideal conditions for next sea- other temperance beverages may supMarjcrte glanced up—a little conIn
tbe
yards plant spirits, grape juice replace wine,
son's chickens. Kye planted
sciously, though she was used to It—
about September (not later than Septem- people's club take tbe place of the
curious to ascertain who was
ber 10 In Maine) will make a good catch saloon. Distilleries and breweries can naturally
It was Sam Wiland in tbe spring come up with strong, be transformed into factories for making speaking of her.
rank growth making excellent green pas- more useful product·. The 1250,000,000 liams' mother addressing Mrs. Bassett,
Even though the area is small, now obtained by tho government from both being present to help Mrs. Schoture.
of growing internal revenue taxes on
r chickens seldom get ahead
liquors, may fleld make the festivities festive.
and tbe culms of grain shooting up be derived from a tax on incomes below
"Exquisite !"
I rye
high furnish shafle and later on in the the present limit of $3000. Save for tbe
Here was a second heavy surprise
season tbe ripened grain shatters out public revenue but a fnotion of the loss,
for Marjorle. They were not looking
giving tbe chickens exercise scratching distress and crime oaused by drink, and
her. They were looking with beamfor it.
the treasury would burst with Its sur· at
Second hand Pianos and Organ
For later summer this spring pasturage plus! Just as American humera will ing approval at a girl ehe had never
Two squar e nay be easily supplemented by a spring forego all selling and buying' with Ger- seen, a dark and modish stranger of
for sale at a bargain.
planting of oats and peas with a little many If it is necessary to sever all rela- singularly composed and yet modest
I
pianos I will sell at low
clover; Dwarf Essex rape also planted in tions with her to compel Germany to re- aspect Her downcast eyes, becoming
summer feed, but
lot of second hand organs that I wi J the spring makes good
spect the United States, so will our pro- In one thus entering a crowded room,
because of tbe green color it Imparts to ducers make any sacrifioe needed to
j
an
in
that produced the effect
were all
Come
sell at any old
the yolks of eggs it must be fed only in abolish tbe drink evil.
of modesty, counteracting something
limited quantities to laying bens. Growsee them.
Rye
When fowls crowd at night, wbiob Is about her which might have seemed
ing chickens need green food.
oat· and peai the case when the number quartered Is too assured.
She was very slender,
New Pianos, Stools, Scarf)
planted In the fall and
In the spring are convenient and greater than the capacity of tbe boose, very dainty, and her apparel waa dieplanted
Instruction Books, Player pis economical feeds.—W. E. Monahan, Uni· they sweat. This sweating causes tbe
®
feathers to rot at tbe base giving them heartening to the other girls. It was
nos
in stock at
versity of Maine.
tbe very appearance of molting. Tbls of a knowing plctureequeness wholly
that are
A bog is unlike a cow in needing, ac- explains why so many flocks tool ragged unfamiliar to them. There waa a delIn early summer.
icate trace of powder upon the lobe of
tually needing, exercise, tbat digestion
Send for catalog.
A growing pig 01
Fanchon's left ear, and the outlines ol
may be kept up.
In
is
due
to
miscalves
Scours
usually
breeding animals must have something take· In
feeding—dirty milk, dirty pails, her eyelids, if very cloeely scrutinized,
tbe best results
to do if tbey accomplish
f
soar milk, fermented grain, Irregular would have revealed successful experThis is one place where pasturags comet !
nrftiOi
with Λ
feeding or οτβτ feeding.
exerclte.
forai·**·
it
la;

pa.

Falthlee Penrod, da*ed

by
eyes dilated. She
forgotten the
learned the meaning of hatred at.first lag Ffcnchon,_had utterly
cruris. He had not once asked
eight. Observing the stranger with in- amber
dance. All
stinctive suspicion, all at once she Marjorie to
lleht of Indignation had been growing
Poo
awkward.
to
herself,
seemed,
Maurice
brighter la her eyee,
Marlorle underwent that experlen
to the lady from New
defection
Levy's
an
which hearty, healthy little girls
York had lot fanned this flame·
big girls undergo at one time or anthe moment Fanchon had
ather—from heels to head she felt herfamiliarly In Penrod's ear and Penrod
self. somehow, too thick.
had blushed Marjorie had been occ
Fanchon leaned close to Penrod and
pled exclusively with resentment
whispered in his ear:
against that guilty pair. It.teemedI to
"Don't yon forgetl"
her that Penrod had ro right to *11°
Penrod blushed.
a strange girl to whisper In his ear,
Marjorie saw the blush. Her
that his blushing when
eyes opened even wider, and taι them
atrocious and that the
there began to grow a light It was did it was
herself ought to be ar
tho light of Indignation—at least people strange girl
that
with
alwsy·
light
eyoe glow
by the merrymakers MarMarjorle's lovely

It should be the aim from the time tbe
f i· born until It ia full grown to keep
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Calves on Skim Milk.
ca

Democrat.

H· Mitaed the 8parrow, but Not the

Window.
wistful, old, straggly dog, sat In the
grass, gazing seoklngly up at him.

Tbe lost shaft of sunshine of thai

day fell graciously and like a blessing
upon the boy sitting oa the fence
Tears afterward a quiet sunset would
recall to him sometimes the gentle
evening of his twelfth birthday and
bring him the picture of his boy sell
sitting in rosy life upon the fence, gaz
lng pensively down upon bis wistful,
Bui
scraggly, little old dog Duke.
something else, surpassing, he would
remember of that hour, for in the sidi
street close by α pink skirt dickered
from behind α shade tree to the sheltei
of the fence. There was a gleam ol
amber curls, and Penrod started a;
something like a tiny white wing dut
tered by his heud, and there came tc
his ears the sound of a light luugh and
of light footsteps departing, the laugh
ter tremulous, the footsteps fleet

It bad progressed to the extent that
each bad forgotten wliut it was about
originally, and they were wholly oblivious of the gathering crowd until an
urbane and genteel person in a frock

coat put in.
"Come, come, my man," he said, gently plucking Casey by the sleeve. "You
I can tell it by
don't want to fight.
your looks. Your face Ls too benign"—
"Two be nine! Two be nine, is ut,
"Me face
ye scut?" bellowed Casey.

is two be nine, Ls ut?"
And there was where the real trouble began.—Louisville Times.

waters that the small fish desirable as
bait can be obtained In the necessary

quantities.—London Telegraph.

Napoleon'· Ooaan Priaon.
Tbe Iron duke was responsible tat
Napoleon's exile to St. Helena. Returning from India in 1800, Wellington's
ship touched at St Helena, and tbe
soldier was heard to remark upon the
utter barrenness and deflation of tbe

place. Upon getting

Into the ship's gig

after taking leave of the civil and military authorities of the Island Wellinghad an
ton said to the governor, "If I
alive I'd
enemy whom I wished to bury
send him to this Island." The over"enethrow of Napoleon gave htm tbe
and the wish, und he did not for-

my"
get the place.

Would Wast· Nothing.

A woman was engaging a cook, and,
having almost brought the interview
to a successful termination, said:
"There Is one thing, Mary; I do hope
you are not wasteful."
"Wasteful, mum! Why, Lof bleee
rather than
you, I'd eat till I busted
waste anythlnk."—London Tit-Bits.

A Curious Royal Cuatom.
When any Spanish sovereign dlee
to the
Longing·.
the body is at once submitted
A well known essayist and connoisnor can It be
process of fosslllzation,
the
seur of New York attended recently
placed in the royal pantheon until
an artistic tea in Washington square.
has been absolutely turned Into
body
Near artists of all sorts—near poets, stone. Curiously enough, the period reconsidnear sculptors, near painters and near
quired for fosHllization varies
novelists—attended the tea. The ladles erably. Some royal bodies have beThe
wore djibbahs of green burlap.
come solidified in a very short period,
gentlemen wore sandals. The collation while others have taken years before
was vegetarian.
the fosslllzation took place.
calmly at that mass of

Looking
freaks, he said, with a smile:
Franca.
"Artistic longings consist invariably,
and
The name of France is derived from
it seems, of long hair, long teeth
or Franks, a people of Gerlong faces—everything but long purses, the Franci,
of the counmany who seized that part
In facL"—Washington Star.
settled there.
try nearest the Rhine and
bow."
Later on they subdued Paris and made
THE END.
Tranche* In War,
that the royal seat of their increasing
to
The Romans, who were the first
empire.
make war a real art (If one forgets
8ham Wisdom.
were In conseNot Mueh.
The Sophists were α body of teach a certain Alexander),
flret to use trenches. Their
In ancient Athens during tb< » quence the
"Is it true, mamma," asked Ethel,
ere
across
ran
> main line of lntrenchment
"that the ostrich hldea its bead in the
fourth and fifth centuries B. C., whe
east bank
or all of th< » southern Germany from the
sand Γ
gave instruction in any
of the Rhine to near the present Stutt"Yee, dear; they say that la tbe
higher branches of learning. Altbougt
l
case."
they were not α philosophic sect am Bart
In the grass between Duke's fore
folded ir
paws there lay α white note
tbe shape of a cocked hut, and the sue
ι
sent forth a final amazing glory at
Penrod opened It and read, "Your mj

held

no

Sophists

doctrines

were

In

common,

nevertheless

th<

skeptlci ι

and maintained a belief of uncer
>
talnty of all particular knowledgi
I
and, in fact in the impossibility of al
truth. Their two leading représenta
tlvefc were Protagoras and Gorgias
The Sophists were charged wltl
bringing reasoning into contempt b]
casting uncertainty over the mos

"Well, mamma, when you

ed

the

wear an

Cynical.
oetrlcb feather you never hide your
you're right," exclaimdo youT"—Yonkers Statesman.
confident philosopher, "and head,

"But be

sure

then go ahead."
"Be sure

you're right," protested

the

Early Ballooning.

As early as 1780 the French governmarried man, "and then get down on
ment granted a sum of money to es*
your knees and ask to be forgiven."—
tabllsh a balloon service between Par
Puck.
Is and Marseilles with what were
known as the Montgolfler air balloons,
No Truth.
obvious truths and In consequent
"They say diet has much to do with though tbe project never became more
Arls
were ridiculed and denounced by
j than a project.
people's character."
A ris
"Nothing of the sort I saw that
tophanes, Socrates and Plato.
totle defined a Sophist as "a man whi sour Miss Tart the other day filling up
Orengoe.
on angel cake."—Baltimore American.
makes money by sham wisdom."
Orangée are a moat valuable fruit.
thlnt and with
I Orange Juice allays
An Outdoor 8port.
; few exceptions la well borne by the
Vary 8ad to Her.
"Why do you beat the ruge with a weakest stomach. It la also a laxa"I beard something very sad thl
or before
club?"
morning," said a mistress to her serv golf looks more like I was doing this tive, and If taken at nightmost
bene·
"It
breakfast It will be found
her not feellni I
of
in
explanation
ant,
under compul- fldal.
: for exercise and not
he
commented
upon
as
the
girl
well,
sion."—Kansas City Journal
mistress's appearance.
Knew His Business.
fo
feel
"I
can
"Well," said the girl,
Discretion of 8ρ··οΗ.
Mrs. Piatt (angrily)—Oh, you think
I
I
you, ma'am. I heard something sat
Discretion of speech ls more than elo you know a lot, don't you? Mr. Piatt
this morning too."
quence, and to apeak agreeably to him (calmly)—Well, I ought to, my dear,
"You did?" said the mistress. "Praj
with whom we deal ls more than to ι I've been In the real estate buslncos
tell me, what was it?'
•
in good words and good order.- for nearly thirty years.—Indlanapoll·
apeak
"The alarm clock· ma'am."—Ladlei
Francis Bacon.
Star.

The Oxford Democrat.

South Paris, Maine,

September

7,1915

730.

Covenant

Meeting U»

&Syt3w i

SS s^jis^sasss···-

OjjdeM
J^V*

a

so

wonderfully

read th i
neverPor^.v

and to those who have
I
novel it awakens a desire to read
The nex t
meet the noble oharaoters.
entertainment will be Monday evening

STa«d.î th. W.

C. T.

ι

Mrs. Nellie Cart ι
Mrs Ο. M. Mason.
and Mrs. Ο. M. Maaon were
gates to attend the State W. C.
which meets at Skowhegan Sept. 13 t< >

Single copiée 4 cents.
All le*al a'lvertlsemente
hnvtCTlSUEirn
are *lven three consecutive Insertion» for tl.50
l>er Inch In length of column. Spécial contract· >na<le with local, transient ami yearly
advertisers.
Otherwise #i.oo

)
tho,e
given between the reels.
h«ve read this gem of literature in
delightful to meet Jean Valiean »Dd t »

Bishop again

Μη. Kimball C. Atwood of
ATWOOD & FORBES, N. J., and Mn. Henry L. Coe of She,t®
Island Heists, Ν. γ·»
Editors and Proprietor».
Mr. and Mrs. George M. At wood a few
the past week while on an aotomo
day»
A. E. FOrbks.
Gkokge M. Atwood.
bile tour of New England.
Charles Edward Case and family closec
their luieoier home here and
Γκκμ* —#ΙΛ) a year if pal't strictly tn advance. to New York this week.
Miss Adelaid(

*h,

^

year.

10Mrs.

An ExoHisJve Decoration,

■

flj£ «jji

gtL", "in.hno,.L

j

Μη. Martha Llbbj of Bronawlck baa
Qollleo H. Sblnn, widow of Be?
j Among the moet Inaccessible of (toeQaillen H. Sblnn, the Southern miulon been the gueet of Mlaa Joale Shaw for a orations Is the Grand Cross of the RusI few week·.
ary, who has been the guest of Rev. am
! elan Order of St. George, fbnnded by
Mrs. Martha Lowe and Mrs. McLucm
Mrs. O. ▲. Ball for the put week, lef
Catherine the Great In 1768. In all Its
Romford
were week-end gueata of Dr.
of
Friday morning.
history of more than 150 years there
Mrs.

iiadtT

aelej

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

Buckfleld.

WMt Puis.

Bethel.
ereniog Mr. A. Van De ι
ι
Kerckhoven gave
*f
€
0f
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU norland Chapel under the aosploe·
the Ladle·' Chib. It consisted of
morln ;
Mon· noon the vlctrola and
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Dicturer The beautiful foreign view ι
οf
Pari· Hill.
were followed by the first
,.τ m· Misérables
from Victor Hugo ι
*·
lint KapU·» Church.
I. «**»
*■*·£;
:
» tw
reels and a synopsis of the «lory

THE OXFORD BEARS

ESTABLISHED 1333.

chown^ele

Mr. and Mrs. Hiram W. Dunham vis and M re. C. 8. Childa.
Bert Auatin and family of Portland
ited bis brother, H. B. Dunham, am I
family, and attended the Watervllle fair were gueata of Mr. and Mra. H. A. Irish
Sunday, and Mr. and Mra. Allen Irlah of
last week.
Miss Cora Day of Oxford Is the goes : Bath have alao been with them thia
week.
of her uncle, Bert Day.
Rev. Mr. Beane and wife bare been
Mrs. Albert Byder visited her friend
Mrs. Ida En Bsrl of Toledo, Ohio, a ; with relative· in Kingfleld for a abort
atay and returned Monday witb frlenda.
Bryant's Pond Thursday and Friday.
Philip Withington baa moved from
Mrs. F. H. Packard and danghter am I
Miss Maud Carter were at Camp Pack tbe Dorman rent to the one over W. C.
Allen'* atore.
ard, Locke's Mills, Wednesday.
Tbe flag in tbe tqnare waa placed at
Miss Laura Barden, Clara Bacon, Allot
Berry, and Mrs. Elinor H. Mann, mem half maat Tneaday, and tbe atorea and
ah
ope were oloaed for an boar daring the
bers of Mrs. EHingwood's group of Cam]
Fire Girls, were guests of Laura Hill al fanerai oat of reapeot to the memory of
Camp Evergreen, Locke's Mills, Wed Hon. John D. Long.
The Boy Scouts have been at Bear
needay and Thursday.
Miss Nellie Bioknell has purchasec I Pood thia week in charge of Scoot MasI
Nelson Lapbam's house on Qreenwooc ter Beane.
W. B. Nulty and wife of Portland have
Street.
Mise Lilla Cole was given a varietj been with Mr. Nulty'a parenta at Uotel
Long for a few daya.
shower at ber home Wednesday in honoi
John Shearman and wife of Portland
of ber approaching marrigge.
Mies Emma Swan of Auburn Is wltl were week-end gueata of Mrs. E. A.
her father, L. B. Swan, and sister, Mre Prince.
Mra. Hattie Caldwell of Hebron and
Gertrude Stuart.
Mrs. Julia Curtis and Dale Swift art Mra. Albert Pogg of Eaat Snmner were
guests for a week of F. H. Hill's family r calling on frienda here Wednesday.
Charlie and Stella Bowen returned
at Camp Evergreen, Locke's Mills.
Frank Mooney and wife are on ai Monday from a viait with frienda in St.
»
an
and
Albana, Yt.
auto trip from Island Falls,
H. H. Wardwell'a family of West
guests of bis mother, Mrs. Hattie Moone; r
Paria bave been here with Mr. and Mra.
Lyons.
More than fifty Sunday School mem C. M. Irish for a week.
Mrs. Stanley Biabee of Rumford was
bers enjoyed a hay rack ride and picnii ;
Mill» in town Wednesday with Mra. Carrie
Locke's
at Dearborn's Grove,
■

have been bat four Russians to receive
The first was the
the grand cross.
Empress Catherine herself, who assumed it ex officio. The late Grand Duke
Michael Nlcholalevltch. having received the Inferior grades in the Crimean

and Caucasus wars, was awarded the
grand cross for his achievements as
commander in chief of the Russian
army In Asia Minor during the war

His brother,
With Ttfrkey In 1877.
Grand Duke Nicholas Nlcholalevltch,
Was on the same occasion elected a

of the order for
his victorious leadership of the Russian forces in Europe to San Stefano,
within sight of the walls of Constan-

knight grand

cross

A Quton Mad· a Celer Famoua.
Marie Antoinette early In the rommer of 1773 appeared before the king,
of
tier husband, In α luetroua dreaa
chestnut brown, and be remarked,
laughing, "That puce color la delightaoon all
fully becoming to you." Very
the court ladles had puce colored
unlverffowna, but the color not being
sally becoming and leas extravagant
than light brilliant tints the fashion
of puce colored tolleta waa adopted by
the upper middle class more than by
the nobility, and dyers could hardly fill
their orders. The varying shades were
given the most peculiar names, none of
them attractive, "flea's back," "Pari*
mud" and "Indiscreet tears" being the
moat euphonious.

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.
NOW RECEIVING

New Fall· Merchandise
For All

Departments

We Invite Attention to

An Advance Showing of

Moet Awkward.
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The Academy will open Sept. 14th.
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8low Father·.
Ρ Stearns on Sunday there was held a
Mies Mayo of Portland has been witb
of Schools Byram an( I Maybew, Marion Curtis and Mildre( I
First Family.
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Superintendent
able for kimonos, dresses, waists or wash frocks at
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wifo are boarding at Holden Hall.
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O. L. Varney and Waahlngton Heald I may die and leave my
of intereet.
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Sunday guests at C. B. Keene's were
Dorothy, Howard and Cyrus, returnee
life. lie was born in Buckâeld, Oct. 27, fair another summer. All are invited to mon here Sun<jpy, Aug. 29th.
Friday from a visit at Buck field with hei Mr. and Mra. Frank Turner, Mr. and
youth in German-French, "but ull arc
1838, the eon of Ztdocand Julia Tem- be present.
»
Mrs. Bessie Soule (nee Stanley) has re
Lover.
A
Disgusted
NOTICE:—From now on our store will be open
lie attended the town
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Irish. Mr. Mra. Irving Barrowa, Mr. and Mra. Lunot good Gemmingens. I um α good
ple Davis Long.
ui* turned to her home in Bath.
The ttiree-act comedy drama,
When James IV. of Scotland went to
has also returned from a visii ther Winslow, son and daughter, Mr.and
schools and Hebron Academy, and at the Last
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London
to
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and
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Clyde Keene,
with relatives in the eastern part of the
children,
age of 14 entered Harvard College, from Academy Hall on Tuesday evening of Locke's Mills.
Gutenberg!"—London Standard.
Harlan Keene.
Margaret, the daughter of Henry VII.,
State.
which ho graduait d in 1SÔ3, at the age ut this week for the benefit of the Pari*
Mrs. Oliver with others is with rela
Wm. Harlow and daughter Fannie he was somewhat disgusted to find her
It is expected that the oorn shop wil
He taught school, read law ami at- Hill
10
Why They Sting.
Country Club, with the following I lives in Massachusetts and has been t< , start up the first of the week for a da] were in tbe place Tueaday calling on at their first meeting so busily engaged
tended Harvard law school, and in 1S61 cast :
Mountains.
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Bill—You never see a bee trying to
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Record
John Stevenson, from !n>l'a—Ernest
to Wintbrop, Mass., where ahe ia teachextract honey from the artificial flow*
time he practiced in his home town of Ruber. Joy (alia- Llghthcart).
health, and is now at Camp Packard corn.
ly able to give him any attention.
ing.
Jill—No, because
MAINE
ers on α lady's hat.
Bucktield, aud then went to Boston,
NORWAY,
He with relatives wai
Locke's Mills.
Bryant's Pond.
where he had an office throughout hie Dr PhuI Poller, of New York..... "arry Shaw I here
the bees know there is more sweetness
recently.
Lake.
Sam Button*, the Irrepressible, Murray
A Germ Crank.
Norway
Charles Mclnnls, who has been fore
life.
A- L. Holme
Dnder the bat—Yonkera Statesman.
Harney, the ^arlencr
man of the Grand Trunk section a
Mrs. Rose Pike of Minot bas vialted at
The Author (describing his play)—
Mise Arllne ltocmi
West Bethel.
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H.,
J. A. Roberta' for a abort time.
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And then the villain is made to bite
where be ha* spent much time in the Alices tbe doctor's wife,..Mi*· Helen M j*arn®e "When through all the woodland pasees
MUe Bes«.e HaggeU I
moved his family there this week. Hii
Mary, t^e maid.
Devotion.
Will Flood and three children and Mr tin· dust. The Lady—now very insanWe vc t e tall, seed laden
past years, and where he was always The Baby, a «era In pottery
By Hersen I In th·· wakened wlml thatgrasses
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a
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frequent Drama will be followed by free dance I Vaguely of the c mlng rain,
itary!—Boston Transcript.
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visitor in other parts of Oxford County
1
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The corn shop will probably opei relatives here.
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turn.
A.
music by W. II. Bridgham
enable» the wheels of progress to
Mihs Octavia J. Grover is having quite ducted by Rev. Ε Η. Stover, pastorot
manner and suuuy in bis disposition.
I'
this Autumn, finer than ever before. With
Bowley and husband of this place, made
Warren, known all over the country as exteusive repairs made on the old build the
guaranteed
baptist church, and Rev. C. G. Millei a trip through the mountains Wednesis pleasant that we can think of him as a
glad to discuss the matter of a loan with any farmer who
and
Phou."
A.
Barrows
James
and
assured style and fit in our
"Billy
ings formerly owned and occupied bj of the South Paris Universalist church.
the
quality
day. They were oonveyed by G. H. Fox
De wae aUo at
typical New England product.
means business and has some character, as well as a farm,
intermission, gave drum selec John B. Murphy.
and Oris LeBaron in their autos.
such a man as people delight to honor, tions. The drums used were the same
the prices—need not
Albany.
James D. Uhlman and family, whe
for financial assistance.
back up his
to
he
doubtless
will
be
remembered
not
yet
Farmers begin to wear a more cheer·
brought bome by tbem at muster out of recently lost their home by fire, bav«
East Waterford.
and character conany one much concern.
so much as John L). Long tbe able and
service. Among those who made re
a few rooms in the farm house ful face since we had a few days ol
hired
Charles Barnes of Wakefield, Mass.,
sidered there is no better
useful public servant, but more as John marks were
than we sell. It is
Mr. Farmer, open an account and become
Henry D Irish, W. Scott owned by Mrs. W. D. Mill·, and latenc I bright sun. Hay and grain are being se- was at J. E. Mclntire's a few
1) Long the man
days, and
and
cannot
I cured fast.
to
Robinson, who made the principal ad- spending the winter there.
afford
waste
takes care of its
first, in grantBank
The
you
on
inhome
returned
with his family Thursyour money
....
dress, Kouello Barrows. J. M. Gammon,
Amos G. Bean and family bad a very
E. R. Briggs was visited on Sundaj
ferior goods. We very
affairs and
financial
day.
of
invite
all
and
the
the
liere and There.
your
loans,
knowledge
F.
and
Warren
others
A.
ing
people
last by three of his children, Mrs. Elle highly enjoyed visit from Ellery WheelTuesday C. S. Mclntire took J. E. Mcof
the
South
enables
Tbe musical part of the program was A.
Paris
a
and
to
are
visit our store and
while you
character
depositor
Wight of South Paris, Miss Edith A, er and wife, old friends from Shelburne, Intire, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barnes and
and It was received with
A law passed by the legislature last well carried out
the new
in
are
Briggs of Norway, and Elbert R. Brigge, Ι Ν. Η from Saturday afternoon until Mrs. Abbie Mclntire around the White
in
when
and
loan
Bank to more
you
you money
winter provides for the employ meut of a great appreciation by the frequent ap- who is employed in a mill in Northwest Monday last. The men seemed to enjoy Mountains.
male
of
A
assistance.
rehearsal
of
their
of
consisting
much
the
financial
plause.
quartet
need
very
expedAlbany.
W. S. Frenoh, Mrs. Alice Richmond
patrolman on tbe road in every town Rev. F. M
Lamb, Allie Barrows, Wilson
ience in army life, aud we all hope ro and daughter
wbicb has any state aid road, to care for
Doris, and Mrs. Clara F.
sevEast Bethel.
meet again on earth.
that improved road and as much uuim Conant and J Eliery Warren gave
Warren and son Charles of Oxford were
eral selections in tine munner that greathas
sold
farm
to
T.
Newoomb
hie
Will
in
as
auroad
iu
addition
the
road
Haying September.
at S. S. Hall's Sunday.
proved
added to the pleasure of tbe occasion.
Mr. Pennock from Magalloway, who
Three months of haying in the yeai
thorities shall decide. Although the law ly
Miss Elsie Sanderson of Sebago was at
Β meet Stetson gave two or three vocal 1915.
takes possession next week.
Mr. New- her father's
went iuto effect in July, it will not go
receutly.
aud
selec'ions
in
his
usual
fine
piano
Charles
G. A. Armitage of Lawrence, Mass., comb will occupy the late
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS
into operation this year, as auoounced
manner, aud Mies Winifred Robinson bas been spending a two weeks' vacation I Grover place for the present.
In a collision of a Maine Central train
by the state highway commission, be- also
rendered
and
vocal
sefinely
piano
Schools opened Monday with Miss and an antomobile on a crossing in
with relatives here.
cause most of the towus had made their
:
lections in appropriate and creditable
Mrs. Bessie Sloan is the gnest of hei Helen McAllister of Stoneham teacher Tbomaston Thursday, Capt. N. Webb
appropriations bef ire tbe law went into manner
Miss
Barbara
Ricker
of
BuckMis·
Ren»
in
Hunt's
Corner
dlstrlot,
effect or even before it was passed, and
Thompson, a wealthy retired sea captain,
sister, Mrs. J. L. Bolt, and family.
a little miss, sang a solo in good
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Frost and daugh- I George from Locke's Mills in the Clark of Friendship, was killed, his adopted
funds are not available. Next year i' field,
Tbe
s'yle
receiving
bearty
applause.
of
ter Marjorie
will go into operation.
daughter, Miss Verne Mitchell, 14 years
Kingfieid, have been vismusical part of the program was worthy
Ladies' Benevolent Society had a of age, suffered the loss of both legs and
iting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
of especial mention and more could have Kimball.
full house Thursday evening at the ves- in in a critical condition, and three other
That not uuusual nor unexplaioable been given, if time bad allowed.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Bean have returned ! try. Former citiaens of the town were ladies were more or lose injured.
Five-room cottage bouse, with bath,
Capt.
error of relating that a man has been
A goodly attendance of the Soos of to
present from Oxford and Norway. All Thompeon, who was 69 years of age, was on Wheeler Street, South Parie.
Pbillips.
"hauled into coart" when the correct Veterans from Buckfield were present
to think It a highly enjoyable the owner and driver of the automobile,
Mrs. Irving Kimball of Boston is
DENNIS PIKE REAL
word is haled, had a variation recently in their unifnrms.
Several of the G. A.
which apparently stopped on tbe crossESTATE AGENCY,
a short vacation at her home I occasion.
when it was anuounced that a certain mao R corps of Canton were present while spending
We understand a Mrs. Davis from ing.
34tf
here.
Norway, Maine
bad been "halted into court."
the local Relief corps was well repreThe seventh annual Bartlett reunion Errol, Ν. H., who has taught In town
Tbe Maine log-driving crews no longer
sented and served very efficiently in pro- was
very pleasantly enjoyed at Grange before, Is teaching at the Town Honsé. are fed on
pork and beans, potatoes, corn
In an Illinois court the other day less viding and serving tbe dinner. Thanks' Hall Tuesday, Aug. 31. The usual bounHAIR BALSAM
bread, and molasses, aa used to be the cuswere extended to the Grange for tbe use
Dlckvale.
m
CImuuw tod bcutlfla th·
than six hours was occupied with tbe
teous dinner was served, followed by a
tom.
A
that visited one of the
Promote» · laiuritnt frowth.
of
their
fine
and
to all who so kindparty
hall,
Is
of
Mexico
with
a
crew
A.
E.
Bartlett
a
in
tbe
of
case
of
ontire proceedings
music by
very interesting program
Negro
Never Nil to Beatore Qr*jSkowhegan oamps unexpectedly recently
assisted In making tbe event so pleas- Bartlett's
Bair to ita Youthful Color.
Orchestra, singing, reoltation, building over a section of Peru break- found the men
charged with murder, from the indict- ly
ProrrnU b*tr falling.
ant.
sitting down to a regular
ment to the sentence of death. Notwith
readings, and a farce by the young peo- water that has stood the raging torrent meal
of
roast
meat,
potatoes
3447
standing this remarkable promptness,North Waterford.
ple. A social dance was also enjoyed. for 45 vears. This was built by Rev. A. and consisting
All the new models
YOU'RE ready, we are.
gravy, butter and hot biscuit, three
was voted that the same officers serve A. Abbott and G. L. Tracy, with William
crowds besieged the court room and
The Grangers had a very large crowd It
kinds
of
and
cake,
doughnuts
blueberry
threatened mob violence, b*-ing restrained at
for the next reunion, which will be held Abbott of Sumner as boss. It bas proved
tbeir picnic held in Flint's grove Satfor you to
and ideas in Men's Suits are here
pie add tea and Oi-ffee, witb milk.
the last Tuesday of August, 1910. One to be a faithful piece of work.
only by the preseuce of three companies urday.
Mildred Tracy came home Aug. 2ο
of militia. Which would seem to indicate
I.eon Kilgore of Norway is visiting rel- hundred relatives, friends and guests
Charles L. Chalmers, a well-known
to see
see ; the fall overcoats are in ; well be
that tbe people in the mob were not so
from Maxim's irait farm In Locke's
were registered daring the day.
business man, president of tbe
atives aud friends here.
Bangor
see
anxious to
justice administered by
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Garrett have moved
Haynes & Chalmers Co., and in the hardyou soon. Please take this more as an invitation than
Hebron.
Mr·. Viola Child and daughter, Mrs. ware business
legal means as they were to have a hand to Lynchville into tbe house with R. M.
many years, died at his
Ε
returned
A.
from
themselves in adminiatering it illegally.
Farnum,
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Cushman of Lynn,
Monday
home Monday from the shock sustained
Me Keen.
as an ad.
Our idea is to have you see the new line oi
visit in Massachusetts.
in a runaway aooident, when bis left arm
Mr. aud Mrs. Merton Young are living Mass., are visiting at A. M. Richardson's. several days'
of Farmlngton was In
Widber
Shirley
Mrs.
Edna
Bessom
and
Stuart
Miss
11-2 story brick house of aiz rooms In
was broken.
He was riding in an autoA loss which in one sense is irreparable in the rent they moved out or in Mrs. E.
Men's Wearables. Buy where you like, but see the
Louise Bessom of Lynn are visiting their this place Sunday, Aug. 29.
mobile and was struck by a shaft of a
is tbe burning of tbe picturesque and J. Paige's house.
good repair; pasture for 3 head; 10 acres
il
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
are visiting
Bearce.
Wyman
Mrs.
J.
Mary
aunt,
historic old Tip-Top House on Mount
wagon drawn by a runaway horse. Mr. smooth
Henry Rawson of Mechanic Falls bas
clothes soon while the
is complete. It's a tine
tillage, good well of water.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Bachelder Hawkes their son Thomas at Weld.
Chalmers was OS years of age.
Washington, on Sunday, Aug. 21* For been a guest at the Flints'.
Mrs Herman Fuller and three ohlldren
Boston
have
been
with
of
Miss
for
Nellie
from
Gustin
Tripp
Gorham, Me., haa
sixty- two years it has s'ood, part of tbe
of
for men of all ages and tastes.
Excellent
for
A CLOGGED SYSTEM
spent Sunday with her sister, Mrs." Ber
time in active service, and part of tbe been visiting at S. L. Lebroke'a on her a short time this week.
On Wednesday the many friends of I nard Putnam.
NEEDS ATTENTION.
time merely one of the curious sights of way to Wbiufield, Ν. H., where she is to
Little Bernardine Putnam was quite
Mrs. Herbert Cantello gave her a birthAre yoa bilious, dizzy and listless?
the mountains, and its associations can teach.
Dr. Sturtevant was Dr
The Ladies' Circle was entertained day remembranoe by sending her post sick last week.
For information phone or call on
But it is pleasing to
not be restored.
King's New Life Pills taken at once
called
to
attend
her.
Mrs. Cantello has
seizes upon constipation and starts the
read that the officers of the Mount Wash- Tuesday night by Mrs. George Hobson cards and fiowers.
has
been
Allen
his
Oscar
been iu very poor health for some time.
vialting
bowels moving naturally and
easily.
ington Railway p an to restore the build- and Mrs. George Kimball.
On Wednesday evening a reception daughter, Mrs. David Chenery.
Tbe crew started to work on the state
Moreover It acta without griping. Neging as nearly as possible to its original ap
is
Nathan
the
on
was
and
Dr.
Mrs.
E.
C.
Bishop
cutting
hay
given
lect of a clogged system often leads to
Higgins.
pearance. The suggestion that it may be road Thursday.
There was quite a heavy frost here in The gathering was held in the gymnasi- the farm he purchased this spring.
most serious complications.
If you wish
fitted for tbe use of trarapers will also be
Norway, Maine.
James Tyler has lately been in the
um, which bad been prettily decorated
to wake up to-morrow morning happy in J6if
pleasing to a great many people, as that some places last week.
sold
the
farm
owned
He
with
and
place.
was
attended.
formerly
flowers,
largely
mind and entirely satisfied, start your
would be the one thing now needful to
Wilson's Mills.
Dr. and Mrs. Higgins will leave for their by the late Ira Wing to Hayden 8argent treatment to
enable trampers to see tbe mountains in
night. 25c. a bottle.
Our Advice Is:
home in Phillips this Thursday mora- of Rumford.
a
Ethel
teacher
in
St.
Wilson,
tbe "only" way with oomfort, economy,
Mary's
Mrs.
Elmeda
Richardson
is
Miss Gertrude Goes, one of the aammer
When you feel out of sorta from constistopping
school at Concord, and her brother, ine.
and comparative ease.
for
the
with
her
Mra.
The many friends of Prof. Falrclougb,
visitors at Naples, broke all
preaent
local
daughter,
Harold Wilson of Portland, are gaeata at
pation, let us say that if
records the other day when she swam
H. W. Fickett's.
They are grand- who taught in the Academy here Ave Oscar Putnam.
The new stock of
for Men and Boys is
will
be
to
hear
of
his
safe aracross Long Lake, a teat that has never
glad
Of course we must "prepare"—for children of Mrs. Eliza Wilson, who makes years,
Byron.
rival home from Germany, where he
before been accomplished by a woman.
defence itrictly—with a considerable in- her hojie there.
not
relieve
see
a
4o
Clarence A. Young haa been at work
you,
physician,
complete in every respect The newest in underwear,
The swim was something over five miles
J. G. M. Gleaner of Littleton, and his went last year to perfect himself la the for J. E. Sbaw
crease in our military establishment.
bemuse no other borne remedy will.
cutting hay. He with his
German language.
Misa Goes was not greatly tired
Sold cnly by us, 10 cents.
Only very independent people now ven- «on and daughter, were at Camp Caribou
brother Carroll baa aold tbelr store at long, yet
hats, caps,
neckwear and all the rest You'll
her effort, and did the last 100 yards
ture to say that such a program is not the paat week. Klwyn Storey and ClinWest Minot and Is to move to Byron In by
Chaa. H. Howard Co.
witb a burst of speed tbat surprised tbe
North Stonetuun.
But there is one puzzle about ton Bennett, guides.
necessary.
the near future.
and
find the
wbo watched her performance from
here. You'll like the
Blueberry partie·, going to the top of
tbe affair that strangle; enough has
Frank Bowers, who has been boarding
Dr. and Mrs. Taylor with aomeof their many
boats. Miaa Goes is a great lover of
There at H. B. McKeen's, haa returned to his
received no attention. What are we go- Aziscoos, have been numerona.
attended the A. C. Conference at
family
the
water aporta and spends several hours
Mechanic Falla
ing to do to guard that four-tbousand- bave been parties that have gathered home in Franklin, Mass.
in the lake.
mile boundary be: ween the United States bushels of tbem.
They are very large
Goldie Adams has finished work at H.
L. A. Maaon cut hie knee quite badly eaph day
coprrte* H*n sciiftw * m«s
and Canada, which a fool treaty has left lud of fine quality.
M. Adams', and Gladys Frost of Norway last week.
A
EVERT HOME NEEDS A FAITHFUL
assortment at
G. P. Wilson was s week-end guest of baa taken her place.
Maaon finished work on the
absolutely unfortified? Our longest
Perley
COUGH AND COLD REMEDY
Mrs. Gladys Hamlin and two sons railroad aection and L. A. Dunn took
boundary line, too. With all the sugge·- I 3. S. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bennett of Bethel from Otisfield are
tions of necessary defences, no one has
When seasons obange and oolds appear
the
visitiog her mother, hia place.
viaitora at Azel Wilson'a.
Mrs. Nettle Chute.
A crew haa been at work on the atate —when you first detect a oold after sitting ,
anything to say abont that. Indeed, irere
Ut
SOUTH
and
A
dance
at
PARIS, MAIN·.
supper
Grange ball,
W. W. Durgin went to Lovell Center road the past week.
next to one who bas sneezed, then It Is
many seem to take pride in the fact that
the border is free from military show. with orchestra from Errol, was well Wednesday to attend the funeral of EckMiss Gertrude Ladd ia teaching the tbat a tried and tested remedy should be
And one paper is so wild as to suggest that ] >atronized Wednesday evening.
Center school. Aaaph W. Taylor con- falthfnlly used. "I never wrote a testiley Stearns.
Quite s number of oar influential citimonial before, bnt, I know
DeForest and Clinton Moallister from veys the scholars.
perhaps if the border line between two ons
positively A few first olasa machinists to run
went to Andover to a meeting of Auburn were at H. B. McKeen'a Sunof the powers of Europe bad been left in
Mrs. G. W. Ladd reoenily went to the tbat for
and. family, Dr. King's. 1 itbes, planers and boring mills on
olgbt
New
Is
the
for
beat
an
tbe same condition, that continent would I be K. P.'s Friday evening.
day.
hospital
Discovery
ooogh remedy r ι hi ft. Good pay to right men.
operation.
Moving picture· at Grange Hail Friday
In Stoneham, Aug. 24, to the wile of
not now be drenched in blood. Absurd,
Cbas. Barry I· hauling birch iqoaree we ever used and we baye tried them all."
HYDE WINDLASS COMPANY,
I >nd Saturday evenings.
50c. and «1.00.
Charlie Chate, · ion.
of course'
from No. 6 mill.
î6
Bath, Maine.
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fair week.

Annie Swift ha« returned from
ρ to the Pacific coast.

Miry Taylor of New York id tbe

of Mrs. II. Ε

t

a

week to the fair.

County Fair Next Week.
Colby Joy of Fairfield la the gueat o: ! Sept. 14,15 and 16 are the dates of the
Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
annual fair of the Oxford County AgriJoy.
cultural Society, weather permitting.
All the schools of Paria,
high and com Everything
pointa to a success as great
mon, open for the fall term 9ept. 20.
as those of previous years.
Mies Fanny X. Chapman left
The
Lewistou
Brigade Band will play
Mondaj
for Oakland, Me., to teach in
grade foor all three days of the fair.
Entry clerks will be on duty at the fair
Rev. D. H. Johnson of Wayne
occupied grounds Friday, and from then on. The
the pulpit at the Baptist church
Sunday wise will heed the suggestion to make
A. A. Swift has been the gueet of hii their entries early, because many put it
Mrs.
J. E. M uch, for a few days off till the eleventh hour, when much
sister,
time is lost in waiting. "Come early
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Small bav<
and avoid the rush."
moved into their new bungalow on Pirn
The society has. purchased 2450 tin
Street.
plates of five different sizes on which to
Miss Achnah Mathews of Lake
City, display the fruit.
The ball has been sprayed with whiteMiun., is the guest of her aunt, Mrs,
Wm. J. Wheeler.

A number of Masons from Paris Lodge
visited Jefferson Lodge at Bryant's Pond

Tuesday evening.

CHURCHBS.
·.· ·η.\.

y·

Only

Wilson.

The Philathea Class of the Baptist
church will meet with
Mrs. Albert
Ames Tuesday afternoon.
The Baptist Ladies' Aid will have a
ford «ale nex' Friday afternoon at 3
o'clock at F. N. Wright's store.
Arthur Patch, who is in the wholesale
store of the A." H. Berry Shoe Co. at
Portland, is in town for the holiday.

Ο. II. Tracy and family have moved to
Portland, where Mr. Tracy is employed
in the planing mill of Smith A Kumery.

wash and disinfectant. The offices and
committee rooms bave been kalsomined,
and the doors all oiled. Hall Superintendent Bowker says he will be all
ready Thursday night for space takers.
All
Entries in races close Sept. 7.
other entries c'oee at 6 o'clock Monday
IS.
night, Sept.
There are only one or two changes in
►he list of officers from previous year».
William J. Wheeler is president of the
society, and William O. Frotbingbam
secretary and treasurer. Superintendents are:

Grounds—William J. Wheeler.
1U11—Charles W. Bowker.
Homes—W. H. Kllgore, T. P. Richardson.
Cattle— E. W. Penley, J. H.Carter, L. E. Moindre.

Official program of the fair, subject to
aud
daughter change as may be necessary, is as foltwo
Marguerite
weeks lows:
staying for
with Mm. Louise Taylor,
at Peak's
HKSΤ DAT.
Island.
Mrs.

U.

N.

are

Porter

Earl R. Clifford, Bates 1915, has been
elected
submaster
of Brewer High
School, where be will teach mathematics
and science.
Miss Edith Maxwell, after spending
the summer with her parents here, returned Monday to her teaching in Melrose, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Swan went to
Sumner Saturday to visit Mrs. Swan's
mother, Mrs. George Morrill, returning

home Monday. "
A party of eight girls

were entertained
Mrs. F. A. Heiiiuer Thursday evening
in honor of her guest, Miss Cuarlotte
Ramsdell of Calais.

by

Mrs. C. W. Kimball and sons Cecil and
Richard went to Portland Thursday,
where they will spend a few days with
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Walter Armstrong and son Raymond of Danvers, Mass returned home
Saturday after a month's visit with Mr.
aud Mrs. Ernest Herrick.

flerrick is spending a few ilays
"!· friends in Massachusetts.

In the afternoon, racce. Band concert.
2 00 p. m.—Baby show. Base ball.
1.30 p. M.—Drawing horses (In pairs), 2600 anil
under.
Drawing horses In pairs), 3000 and under.
Drawing oxen, any size.

«

SECOND DAY.
Band concert.
General exhibition of neat stock and horses.
9.00 a. m.— Committees' examination of town
teams and herds.
9:30 a. m.—Committees' examination In Nos. 7
to 15 Inclusive.
10 00 a. m— All other committees' examina
Son.
in On a. m
Base bal I.
10:30 a. M.—Green Horses shown by owner.
11 .-Oil a. m.—Work horses.
1:00 p. il.—Race*.
1 0J p. m—Drawing oxen," ft.6 In. anil under.
Drawing oxen, Κ ft. 10 In. and under.
Drawlug st-.-ers.
Drawing horses (In paire), 2S00 and under.
—

XKIKO DAY.
Band concert.
9:00 a. M
Drawing oxen, 6 ft.6 In. and under.
Drawing oxen, 7 ft. 2 In. and under.
10:<H) a. M.—Parade of premium stock.
10:30 a. m.— Base ball.
—

Drawing horses, sweepstakes.
Drawing howes (In pairs), 2400 and under.
Drawing oxen, sweepstakes.
Gents' driving horses.
1 DO p. m.—Annual meeting of the society.
Races.

Mr. and Mrs. Oscsr E. Barrowe and
Entries for the races close Sept. 7.
Mr and Mrs. Irving O. Barrows are The list of events is as follows:
with
Labor
relatives
at
Day
Mrs. Chas. L. Back is at Foxcroft at- speudiug
FIRST 1>AY. AFTERNOON.
Batb, going by automobile
□ίζ the Advent eampmeeting at that
2:50 class, trot. Purse $200.
2:1s class, trot and pace. Purse $250.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Richardson are at
SECOND DAY. AFTERNOON.
Mr·». Celia Parsons of Auburn is the their camp at Anonymous Pond, enterMr aud Mrs. Fred Jacksou and
2:30 class, trot. Purse $2·*·.
.••«t of her brother, W. B. Kussell, for taining
2 22 class, trot and pace. Purse $200.
daughter Katherine from Boston.
few weeks.
2 ."26 class, trot and pace. Purse $200.
Mrs. Martha C. Robinson, who bas
Mrs Anna Η Hayes was in Auburn a
TH1KD DAY. FORENOON.
been with her sister-iu law, Mrs. Kate
4 laet
t·· a
Gents' driving horses. Purse $35.
week, called by the death
stuart. for the past few weeks, has reof a relative.
AFTKRNOOW.
turned to her home in Cambridge, Mass.
2:21 class, trot. Purse $240.
Mr
Mrs. Ernest F. Shaw spent the
has
been
selected
W.
Bowker
aa one
trot
and
C.
2:80
class,
pace. Purse $200
Mrs.
and
<vpek-eu ! and holiday with Mr.
Free-for-all, trot and pace. Purse $300.
of the judges by the Central Labor
'larles L. Shaw at Auburn.
Union aud Maiue Uand Engine League
State to Purchase Sanatoriums.
-rhur Howe and Misa Clara Howe of I for the Labor Day Celebration at PortAt the meeting of the governor and
have been recent
r I, Mass
laud.
council Tuesday an order was passed
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Steams.
George A Doran and family returned providing for the purchase by the etate
Phyllis Taylor is working in the I Thursday from a two weeks' vacation of the tuberculosis sanatorium at He•Alton (.'. Wheeler during
spent at the Thousand Islands. Mr. Doran bron, also that at Fairfield.
if Miss Florence Richardsou.
spent a few days of the time on a visit to
In each case the amount to be paid is
John A. Scott at Pembroke, Ont.
*10,000, which it hardly need be said is
ett Swett of Winchester, Mass..
.«•en the guest of bis grandparents,
Howard Aldrich returaed home Wed- merely a nominal price for what has cost
1 Mrs Jacob Nichols, for a few nesday from Sabattus, where he has many times that. The purchase is made
been spending a two weeks' vacation under an act of the last legislature, by
state is to take
with his
grandmother, Mrs. Mary the terms of which theand
«o<o. K. Morton and son Henry,
run them.
over these institutions
w
:don Powers visited Mrs. ArthurJ Churchill, at Camp Cantke epit Quiet.
This act provides for the admission to
at South Windhatn a few days last j
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Gilbert and Mr. the institutions of
people from any part
week.
and Mrs 11 Β Gilbert of Canton were at of the state,
suffering from tuberculosis,
Arthur Ε Forbes' Sunday, and Mrs. W. to the
Hut h Brown of Brewer has re
capacity of the institution. The
B. Uilbert remains for a few days' visit charge for treatment, as fixed by the
been a guest of Miss Helen M
home there and with the family of her brother, statute, is not to exceed five dollars per
es lor a few days, returning
N. D. Bolster.
week, and in the jase of needy patients
V JuesJay.
be laid
Roy II. Porter, after spending a num- the expense of treatment may
! Buck was at Portland Friber of weeks here, has gone to Durham, upon the state.
ght to attend a meeting of the j
to prepare for his work in the
mmittee of the State Sunday Ν. II.,
Ueenng Memorial notes.
Sew Hampshire State Agricultural ColAssociation.
Sunday morning tbe pastor preached
Ilia family remain
lege at that place.
on the subject, "A Church on Fire,"
I; i;or Swett, after being for here a little longer.
irom tbe text, "lie shall baptize you
;< hs
with his grandparents,
of
X.
ie
at
A.
Chase
Nathan
llion,
Y.,
with the Holy Ghost and fire." Miss
Μ
Jacob Nichols, has returned I
A. W. Walker's for a brief Labor Day Marie Newton, who has been absent
it· in Winchester, Macs.
recess from his work for the Remington from tbe cboir for tbe summer, was
•r morn was a
rather chilly Arms Co.—the only vacation in sight for
again in her place.
i-t the morn of the first «lay him at present, as the company has so
The evening subject was "Repairing
do
r
dam
Not a frost to
much work ou war orders.
Zion's Walls."
λγ enough to worry about.
resumed its
Tbe Epworth League
Mrs. Goo. R. Morton took her Sunday
..r Γ. Maxim returned Tue*
and one other meetings, with the president, Lester
School class of
ieet

r

guests]

the]

>-

|

n

i

ou

Mr. Maxim went

accompanied

Mrs. Morton K. Sumner of
Mas·.. a»e guests at Wallace
.iud's. Mr. Sumner is a civil
,
with the Draper Compauy at
Hoped ale.

returning.

y

1

rete

■

pavement ha-

I

between Odd Fellow*
Block, from the 8idewulk.bat
•ireproof vault recently completed

t

bv 'Le t.iwu.

.Julia P.Morton visited the fain
her brother, Clarence G·
n
: vital N'. U·. >*8t wet,k- an<l M°nday
u.ug left to resume her teaching in
A' ngt >n, Mas·».
.«

Jo^n,

♦

a

Bethel to l'appoose Pond in Albany, a
The trip
few miles from West Bethel.
was made by ditiereut routes going and

our

Κ ink P. iS'.earns and his βυη
>
ar,rn& of Sfiawnee, Okla
Tuesday night for a visit to
»
parents. Mr. and Mrs. >.

\

eight boys

long automobile ride and picnic Wood, leading.
Thursday afternoon the W.
Friday, going through Bethel and West
annnal

'eport, Ct., where she Las

weeks.
rt aud

,·

F. M. S.
thank offering
their
meeting with Mrs. Benj. Swett.
Next Sunday tbe pastor will preach on
the subject, "Mountain Movers."
will bave

Hose Co. No. 1 and Ilook and Ladder
Sunday School Convention.
Co. will meet at the central house on
The fall session of tbe Oxford County
Thursday evening, Sept. 9, at T:lô P. M. Sunday School Association will be held
Hose Companies Nos. 3, 4 and 5 will
at Runford Sept. 23 and 24, when there
meet at their own hose houses. Roll call
will be present six state workers, on a
Wants and
by clerks of the companies.
tour of tbe counties of western Maine.
of
Per
order
discussed.
requirements
They are Rev. John M Arters, president
the engineers.
of the State Sunday School Association;
Several teams of Paris players started Miss Sarah M. Story, State Elementary
Monday morning for the tennis tourna- Superintendent; Mrs. Maurice Dunbar,
ment at Rumfurd in which tbey are to State Superintendent of Missions; Rev.
play. The teams are Morton V. Bolster Maurice Dunbar, member State Execuaud Harold T. Briggs;Sumner Davis and tive Committee; Rev. J. J. Hull, Adult
Murray Bigelow; George C. Fernald and Field Secretary; Wesley J. Weir, General
John Reardon. Also from Paris Hill Secretary.
Program of the sessione has
John W. Prentiss and Fred W. Shaw will not yet been fully prepared, but will be
published later.
play.

Oscar E. Barrows has purchased of
Public Building Contract Awarded.
Mrs. L. J. Briggs a block of land includTbe contract for building tbe new
am Κ Holmes and family, after iog a forty-foot strip in the rear of his
at
homestead lot on Pine Street extending municipal building and court house
awarded last week to T.
through to River Stree', and the vacant Kumford was
at tbe
Wednesday on their return to the-.r lot fronting on Pine Street between the F. Moreau λ Co. of Lewiston,
There were eleven
ne m Soutbington, Ct.
Universalist church and the bouse of figure of $60.300.00.
It is understood that bidders, tbe bids ranging from $78,800.00,
Robert Pateraon.
ton Cook, who is employed in a
be is to build on this lot in the near fu- the bigbebt, down to tbe earn named
.tot. in B»ogor, .lilted
above, at which the oontract was awardture.
Μ
Ρ
Ε. Wheeler, a few days last
T. F. Moreau A Co. being the loweet
w,Vk. Charles Cook, who is in on-I A busiuess meeting was held by the ed,
bidders.
d N. U-, has also been here recently. 1 Fan-Tan C'iub at their club rooms Friday
followed by a rarebit supper and
Sims Flora Murch la in Revere, Mass., eveuing,
Alice Maud Matilda Witham.
rook. The club rooms, over the dental
be, V.C..IO» ol l«
Too beautiful for thee, oh Death,
office
of
Dr.
Cart
S.
have
Briggti,
by
ranees aud N"tmau Nicholson, who
Thle malileo so lovely and fair;
means of quite a lot of work on the part
reLrlng there, she seem h to be sleeping,
be·»η visiting at Mr Murch
been put in good shape and
members
of
With tier locks of pale gold hair
t irned to their home in Revere wuh h
Smoothed back from her marble-cold brow
comfortably furnished at surprisingly
when she went last week.
Entwined with a llower wreath band.
small expeuse, aud are a most attractive
The rose, still blooming and fresh,
,vah V McKennev of Auburn, quite place for their purpose.
Is clasped In her lily-white band.
*v,l known in this Vicinity
On tbe occasion of his birthday last
iler Hps, yet wreathed with a smile,
ibits at the shows ot the *»e®
I Tuesday, J. E. Kenney was giveu a surUnclosing are seeming to say :
"
v..,ne Poultry Association, at
Please, mamma, good-bye, I go
prise supper arranged by Mrs. Kenney,
The bright and shining way
·. „ for some
a
exhibitor
J
large
years
his
Postmaster
the
being
guests
brother,
The
pearlv gate stands open.
,li, « at his home last Tuesday at the age
And bright robed angels I sec
J. A. Kenney, and tbe men io Mr. Kenof "2 years.
Are
slnxlng with tilad sweet voices,
cey's department in tbe finishing room
And calling so sweetly to me.
South at the Paris Manufacturing Co.1* factory
;> an J. Tolman,
"Tell papa I'd watch for his com'ng
No hint of the
—a party of uine or ten.
1 >r:s and the son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
To the silent, beautiful shore;
Τ
in was married in (. astine A g-1 atlair was gained by Mr. Kenney until
With the same glad smile will greet him
When the day of life's toll Is o'er.
at
the
all
seated
were
Î.
to Miss Annie BK.chardbonofthat tbe guests
table,
Dear mother, you will miss me at evening,
Mr Tolman has been with the and he was highly pleased.
When thinking of things that I love;
1 something still shall be doing
England Telephone and ΤβΙ·Ρ*ΡΜ Two games of ball at the high school
In
(
lestatione
my mansion h me above.
and
ior some years,
grounds, betweeu South Paris and
Boston.
sweet garlands of roses
"I'll
wreathe
at
A.
lawn
dauce
and
tbe
Mechanic
Falls,
I
To crown the pathway of life,
Active and honorary members of the L. Holmes' in the evening, constitute tbe
And mingle sweet drops In the sadness.
The
Seneca Club and a few others were the full Labor Day program here.
And pleasures oft In the strife.
I'll come to thy downv pillow
of Μ» R'>y B
factory of tbe Paris Manufacturing Co. is
When sleep thy spirit sets free;
>·ι·: ey M Wheeler at WilliaruJWis
runniug as usual, but the Mason ManuAnd oft In the family circle
er < \'t Monday evening.
A silent guest wtll be.
Κ
facturing Co. is shut down for the day.
»er, filed at rook, all the
Stores and offices are closed. Very un"Don't
you see! The angels are coming
in.·. All appointments of the afl
certain weather in the early morning
To guide me safe to my nome !
w
Think not of her who Is sleeping
le.igned and in excellent taste, ana held up private excursions planned for a
In the cold ami silent tomb;
the evening was a delightful one.
I while, but most of them eventually
But her, who, risen In glory.
starteid.
Has joined the angi 1 band,
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley K»wson after
With a crown of glory on her brow
Mr. aod Mrs. Albert D. Park, Miss
iodine the tu miner here, MtaroMI
And a harp within her hand."
> .cur
IIarkt Kabbah.
Eva E. Walker, Ernest J. Record and
South Paris.
ay t., Browuville, whereMr. Raw
u
Ernest P. Crockett left Friday afternoon
D. cole, took ι for the White Mouutains for a (ramping
Card of Thanks.
trip, and were j lined by a number from
to extend our thanks to the
We
wish
Mount
went
(. ;vriotteand Lucille Cole. ^UL
East Sumner.
up
They
and friends who ahowed us
-uv -, vi.It Mr. and Mrs.
Washington Saturday, part of them by neighborsand
kindness
sympathy in onr recent
tbe
rest
the
Ravine
and
borne
Tuckerman's
by
w.-ks. the others returned
to the men nf
bereavement,
especially
the
at
office,
stage
their father.
carriage road, stayed
tbe Paris Manufacturing Co., and to all
and all came down the carriage road.
Mrs Irving O. Barrows was g»»«n a
for tbe beautiful floral tributes.
Though a longer .rip had been planned,
Gkorgk H. Soi'KR.
.arprise party at the home
as some of them bad to come home they
hon»
Ει.ιχοκ Sopkr.
(ieneva Young Thursday eveni°'"
returned
all
night.
Sunday
_r;
Mrs. Drusilla Dunn.
fifteen friends were present. Alter w
meetuu* marnes and musio were enj
A particularly interesting all-day
was
held
Saturday,
M:v Barrows was requested to maM
ing of Paris Graoge
Advertised letters and cards Id Sooth
The principal
with dinner at noon.
diligent search of the house am
Paris post office, Sept. 0:
was
an
session
the
of
in various
afterqoon
feature
places the pieces to ma
Mr». Ada Boylngton.
a
address by Congressman Daniel J. McMrs. Chas. Q. Bean.
gift of the
McGilliMr.
Mrs. Leila E. Dovle.
Lewiston.
of
e
the
freshmen te were served and
Gillicuddy
Mr·. W. H. Lovejoy.
himself to
not
while
confining
wae very pleasantly spent.
cuddy
Mrs. O. A. Blcherson.
devoted the larger part of hi·
Mildred Armstrong.
been received by relatives n that topic,
of the work of the
Ina Emery.
an
to
time
exposition
town of the birth of a wn, Henry Preu
Harold Philip·.
In its
tU* Forbes, to Mr. and Mr*. Buty W., national Department of Agriculture
Mr. C. H. Buck.
various divisions, and urged the farmers
Forbes of Ridgewood, N- J·. °° 1
J. A. Kknnet, P. M.
and
to get close to the department
of
ii0
inter»·'t
of
Oue
Aa«a*t.
poiut
benefit derived from the work
nection with this .· that although there secure the
There will be a dance at Grange Hall
Mr. McQilllthat it is doing for them.
are now
living nearly forty descend
and next
was presented with a handsome Tuesday evening of this week,
of the late
cuddy
three
in
Forbe*
Eibridge
ge_
for Mrs. McGillicuddy, and waa week there will be cattle show balls both
.ration», there are among them oniy bouquet
thanks for his Wednesday and Thursday evenings. All
given a unanimous vote of
three males of the name of Forbes,
of
address. There waa also a program of these will be on the popular plan
Id
generation, and on this 'ates a
some of dancing on both floors, round dance· np
remark·
and
by
readings
music,
rival the perpetuation of the family uam
stairs, oontra ianoas below.
la this branch
thoM present.
apparently depends.
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(Written to the centennial committee, bat' no
read for lack of time.)
To the Honorable Committee and Citizen· of Woodstock.
Most Cordial Greeting.
Be assured that your message of invitation to be present at so splendid ι
crisis as the celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of our Township1·
birthday, with its appropriate exercises,
and feastings of good-fellowship, wai
In
most highly appreciated by me
my far away home in this great "Inland
Empire" of a far greater North-west. It
is wholly Impossible to be with you in
bodily presence, but In spiritual perception, I shall sit with you and drink in
the thrilling story of your Historian of
today, warm myself by the fire of the
fine eloquence of Woodstock's enthusiastic sons who will be present and give
vocal expression to their feelings of joyful pride in, and great love for her—and
regale myself in the splendid oratory
poured upon us, by one or more of the
magnificent sons of our sturdy old "Pine
I shall have unseen place
Tree" State.
at the festal board, and listen to the keen
wit super abundant in the"After-dinner"
There will
speeches. I will be there.
be something to talk about.
in
here
Just the other day,
my Spokane home, I entertained my guests with
anecdotal excerpts from Lapham's History of Woodstock, holding them, the
while, under tenue pitch of interest
These guests bailed from different States
of the middle west, and as I laid the
book aside, it was quickly caught op,
"For
with the inquisitorial remark,
goodness sake, wbat sort of a book have
jou there. That is fine."
It gratified my van'ty that I could captivate people of culture and refinement,
with stories of the homely life of our
fathers and mothers. Citizens of Woodstock, I have always held the memory of
these great men and women in most
sacred esteem, and it did me good to
call them back to this old world for an
hour—and permit them to re-enact the
startling episodes of their pioneer life, to
this strange and newer people.
Could I have part in your "Afterdinner" talks, these olden-time heroes
and heroines should bave large part in
our Jubilee festivities.
Woodstock—rugged, to be sure—yet,
beautiful Woodstock—how we all love
her. She is unique in a scenic beauty
all her very own, and could I have
another birth, and re-live another three-

score

NORWAY.

Native of Woodstock.

and five years, she—Woodstock-

glorious old Woodstock, should be the
place—the only place of a well-chosen
nativity.
I am not surprised that when the
sycophants of our artificial city life of
today, tire of it all, and cast about with
some place of
a real heart-hunger for

Co. D, Second Regiment, N. G. S. M.,
will be represented by two teams at tht
Auburn Sept. 12 tc
18. The candidate· are: Capt. Qny F,
Steven·, Firet Lieut. Guy I. Swett.
Second Lieut. Charles H. Pike, Firsi
J· yiemlng, Second Sergt.
Gerald Wing, Setgt. R. G. Cole, Sorgt.

!iate™L®e

?,βΓβ^ΒΓΓ

George W. MoGinley, Sergt. John WilCorp. John Hlckey, Corp. Albert
Brackett, Corp. Araene Blagulre, Mue,

•on,

Sheen, Private Fred Stile·.
Private Francis O'Brien.
Dr. Wm. B. Lye's family, who have
been in one of the McLean cottages during the summer, toft Thursday for theli
home in Elizabeth, N. J.
Mrs. Emma Wilkin· of South Berwick
is the guest of her sister, Anna M. Stone,
Wallace

and her brother, James Stone.
Mr. and Mrs, Eica Allen Mains have
been here for a few days on their wedding trip. Mr. Mains lé teaching Id
Portsmouth, Ν. H.
Miss Mildred Curtis will enter Nasson
this month tc
Institute at
take a course in domestic science and
household arts.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ramsdell and theii
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Ramsdell, of Worcester, Mass., were in town
Wednesday while on an automobile trip.
Mrs. J. H. Ramsdell was formerly Misa
Annie Witt, daughter of Cyrus H. Witt,
and was a pupil and teacher in the Norway schools for some years.
Judge and Mrs. Morrill N. Packard
and Miss Dunn bave returned to their
borne in Baltimore.
Mrs. Emma Mann is visiting the family of her son, Abner H. Mann, in Milton
Piaotatiou for a few days.
Mrs. A. J. Nevers is on a two weeks'
visit to her son, Dr. Ilarry Nevers, in
Lawrence, Mass.
Mrs. S. S. Alden of Livermore Falls
has been a guest of her daughter, Mrs. B.
C. Tolman, for the past week.
Professor R. E. Clement and family,
after spending a few weeks at their cottage here, left Thursday for their home
in Elizabeth, N. J.
Miss Esther Pike is spending a ten
days' vacation with her friend, Miss
Bessie Pottle, at West Burke, Vt. Miss
Pottle will return with Miss Pike and
enter tbe junior class in Norway
B
3 High
School.
Mrs. Mildred*Corbett and daughter
Arline have returned to Farmington
after spending tbe summer with their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin

Springvale

Arnold Llbby, 8 years old, ion of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph E. Llbby, while playing
on a raft of log· In the Kennebec River,
slipped off and waa drowned,
It la declared thut a Milbridge black·
amlth has discovered,the long-lost art of
tempering copper like ateel. If tbia la
trn?—a big If by the way—ne baa acquired
great fame.

Frederick, the ten-year-old eon of Mrs.
Flora Chase of Brnnawick, waa drowned
River Tneaday.
in the Androscoggin
With another boy he bad got Into a gunfonnd
which
they
pulled np at
ning float
the abore, and while they were playing
in the boat the Chaae boy fell overboard.

Born.

In South Parla, Aug. 80, to the wife
Cummlngs, a daughter.
In South Parla, Sept. 4, to the wife of Henry J.
Merrill, a daughter.
In Norway, Aug. 26, to the wife of Alton L.
Noyée, a daughter, Gertrude Althea. of Arthur
In Norway, Aug. 30, to the wife
1
Duetto, a daughter.
In West Bethel. Aug. 28, to the wife of Vf. C.
We invite you to come in and see the earlyarrivals.
Bennett, a daughter.
In West Bethel, Aug. 29, to the wife of Hazen
Perhaps you have decided too, like many others to be
a
B. Lowell, daughter.
I
In Stoneham, Aug. 24, to the wife of Charlea 1
a
Eunong the first to acquire the season's advance styles
Chute, a son.
season's
so
the
wear
idea—for
you get
good
of Leslie

—

Married.

MOTHERS-

WATCH IRRITABLE CHILDREN!
That fever, paleness, grinding of teeth

while asleep, and coated tongue are indications that your child has worms in its
system. Kickapoo Worm Killer quickly
geta rid of these parasites. It is perfectly
safe for even tbe most delicate children.
It ia pleasant to take, baa three effective
medicinal qualities:—acts as a laxative,
expels tbe worms, and tones up the system. Begin treatment to-day and eliminate the caase of irritableness. 25c.

Pigs

I offer for sale my renldence at Carte Hill conall
futing of a nine room houee, ell and stable,
In excellent repair wltb cemented cellar, furnace
and running water.
Alco Ave good house lot*, four of which join
the golf link» of the Pari.·» Hill Country Club.
Hill,
Inquire of W. H. ADAMS, I'arls
Or Walter L. Grat. South Par's.
36 39

a

skirt.

buttons,

qual-

rates.

pounds

Corned Beef, 11

$1.00.

3ϋ

C

pleating

a

good

fancy

button trimmed.

styles

Maine

14

15

-

l6

-

we expect that hundreds of out of town
WE
will make this sto-e their headquarters.

At the above dates

for

people

EXTEND TO THEM A HEARTY WELCOME. We
also expect that many new people will accept our otl'er
and
our

store as their

use our

the fair.

We wish to c.ill

furnishings

line of

will be the best that
these
chase

a

or

favor

not.

always right.

while they are at
attention to the fact that

headquarters
\our

have

Boys

Men and

Young

for Men,

we

We ask you to
few moments in looking

ever

by spending a
furnishings over whether

extend

South Paris.

shown.

you intend making
Glad to show you at any time and
Money back if you want it.

a

pur-

prices

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

South Paris

Square,

31 Market

Each

from the

Picture Taking

We have

and

are

anxious to show you.

we can

is

fascinating

a

pastime.
*

It also
of y<jur life.

provides
Let

a

us

pictorial

show you

record of the

interesting happenings

our

CAMERAS, KODAKS,
BROWNIES and PREMOS.
$1.00

please

With the

you.

in

regard

new

to cach

to

$27.50

Autographic

picture

Each.

Kodak, )0u

you take.

keep the exact data
pictures are taken,
developed and printed
can

After the

bring in your films and we will have them
for )ou, or we will sell you the supplies necessary for you to do

F. H. Noyes Co.
stc^rbs

Making

Picture

/

to you.

PARIS,

$3.50, $3.98.

SEPTEMBER

500 Samples of Ed V. Price & Co. Custom Clothes
to show you.

SOUTH

for $2 50,

Norway,

We think
assortment this early in the season.
mrdest
neat
but
Not loud flashy patterns
good

positive

a

•THE STORE WILL NOW HE OPEN FRIDAY AFTERNOONS

Suits $5 to $22.
We feel

back.

NEW SHIRT WAISTS

$5.98

WOOL DRESSES,

New Fall Suits.
We have

:n

NEW

you will like them.
colors that will appeal

belt,

ha·

μημμμμη^ημβ^ημμ

some

We

collar,

Dresses of fine French Serge in
In silk, crepe-de-chene and mes·
brown, navy and green, hascollar and s.dine, has the collar that can be
cufis of fancy silk, lice lice net vesi worn high or low. Very pleasi'g

T. THAYER,

NEW FALL HAT.

them.

velvet

new

satin lin·

$16.50, $19.50, $20.00, $22.50, $25.00.

Salt Pork, 10 cents per lb.
Nice Junks of Beef for mince
meat, 12 cents per lb.

HATS ARE IN
READY FOR YOU.

see

large

quality

full with velvet ornaments, below belt is

the latest ideas.

Come in and

has

ing,

nice

a

Suite of Gabardine, Wool Poplin and Whipcords in
large number of very pretty models in the new colorings.

Will furnish to societies and
others who serve meals at
fair grounds, at wholesale

changes
styles of the previous season.

OUR

colors, has

man-

desirable,

very

At Low Prices.

)our

NORWAY.

own

developing

and

printing.

ChdsH HoiDard Co

A New VERSION,

Store

V

Maine

South Paris

OF AN OLD STOf?y

(that AFfccts yoo.

Dress

Up Your Team for the Fairs

It is time to get your stock ready for fairs. You
will find BRUSHES, CARDS AND CURRY
COMBS, FLY NETS AND FLY BLANKETS,
HARNESS SOAPS, OILS AND DRESSINGS at

The Tucker Harness Store,
James N. Favor, Proprietor,
91

MAIN

NORWAY. MAINE.

STREET,

We have

a

Full Line of

GLASS JARS !
Of All the Leading Makes.

Jack has killed the ugly
giant of debt and worry.

We pay 2 per cent interest on check account of $500 and over,
Pain results from injury or congestion.
made.up by the muni·
as
a
It
Be
rheumatism,
lumbsgo, hundreds. Interest credited to your account last'of everylmonth.
registration
neuralgia,
iipal officers, acting
>oard, are not admissible to show the neuritis, toothache, sprain, bruise, sore,
-esidence of a pauper, in the absence of stiff muscles or whatever pain you bave
Saving's Department Connected with
proof that the pauper voted at the elec- yields to Sloan's Liniment—brings new
ion in anticipation of which they were fresh blood, dissolves the congestion, reBRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.
Lists of voters

tbe submarine that aunk the Arabic bad
To feel strong, have good appetite and dlgecbeen destroyed and never abowed up! tlon, »leep soundly ana erjoy llfe, use Burdock
[t'a safe to guess that some Germane in Blood Bitters, the family system tonic. Price,
$140.
tjigh official station hope ibe never will.

nish

$16.60

A LL WOOL POPLIN in the

a

MEATS

Municipality.

nade.
lieves the injury, the circulation is free
The treasurer of a town is a public and your pain leaves m if by magic. The
records.
are
of its qualities penetrate immerecords
nature
officer and bis
public
Don't keep on
He is not, however, the town's financial diately to the sure spot.
suffering. Get a bottle of Sloan's Liniigent.
The records or accounts of a town ment. Use it. It means instant relief.
f 1 00 bottle holds six
:reasurer are required to be kept by law Price 25c. and 50c.
ind are evidence of the facts contained times as muoh aa the 25c. size.
iberein which It is made bis duty by law
An official statement pat out by the
to enter.
to
Where a public record is In existence, German government pleads not guilty
entries therein may be proved by tbe the charge of violating treaty obllgatiuns,
it sayu, England herself has at
production of tbe record, or by a certified because,
least once violated a treaty—aod a treaty
supy, or by examined copy, and not
only a third as old as the other, anyway.
otherwise.
trial
New
Exceptions sustained.
When*baby suffer· with eczema or tome Itching skin trouble, use Doan's Ointment. A little
{ranted.
oflt goes a long way and It la safe for children.
Wouldn't it be fawul for Germany if 50o a box at all store·.

SUITS
in

very pleasing style, lias a good
ity satin lining, trimmed with

Not many days before you will be laying aside the Straw Hat. Then you
finds

$15.00

SUITS

ALL WOOL CHEVIOT

New Fall Hats!
season

long

doing

THE NEW FALL SUITS.

BLUE STORES

will need

by

enjoyment

Etnd

In South Parle, Aug. 31, by Rev. Chester Gore
Miller. Mr. George H. Austin aad Miss Etta
Some farmers at North Warren, it la May Skinner, both of Norway.
In South Paris, Aug. 25, by Rev. Philip J.
said, have no use for foxes on their farms, Bolvln,
Mr. Joseph Charles Haggerthy of Houlbut when foxes do appear they are quiet- ton and Mils
Mildred Grace Mills or Bolster's
an
island
fox
taken
to
and
detained
Mill*.
ly
In West Pari», Ang. 28, by Rev. C. H. Toon»,
farm that the proprietors ran. That
Mien
Mr. Roy L. Young of West Paris and
"quietly detained" is a pretty good term Margaret
Catherine Mctfovern of Portland.
to describe the capture of a wild animal.
In Old Orchard, Sept 1, Mr. Russell WendelJ
Davis of Portland and Mies Dorothy HorrTubb? 1
The steamer Monhegan, on one of her of N'orwav and Old Orchard.
In
Aug 21, by Rev. James H. Pt-arrecent runs came near running into an don. Wlecasoet,
Mr. Wlllard M. Smart of Frceport and Miss
enormous whale while about two miles Miriam L. Hadley of Norway.
In Rumford, Aug. 29, Mr. Harold Salkln of
off Seguin. It was quite foggy at the
New York city and Mies Dora Klein of Rumford.
time, and the big fisb, which was apparently asleep on the water, was not
Died.
noticed from the steamer until ehe was
almost on him.
In Norway Lake, Sept. 1, Ephralm F. Wood,
The year and a half old baby of Mrs. aged 89 years.
In Lovell Cen'er, Aug. 28, Eckloy T. Ste irnii,
JeRse Simmons of Lewiston recently suffered a fall from a second story window, aged 71 years.
In liryant's Pond, Aug. 20, Frank Bartleit,
and got a good ducking in a tub of aged 78 veare.
but
is
In
The
Auburn, Aug. 29, Mrs. Elizabeth J. Young,
water,
apparently uninjured.
child was playing about the window and aged 45 years.
In Bethel, Ang. 30, John A. Chapman, aged 76
when the mother's back was turned,
year*.
In Bethel, Sept 1, Mrs. Krvln? Smith.
pitched bead first out of doora. Beneath In
G5
Bethel, Sept. 3, Rev. 11. F. Pickett, aged
1
the window was a tub filled with water.
years.
This sat on a board which was full of
spikes, but luckily the baby Lit the water
instead of the board. A physician was
Residence and House Lots
called at once, but, so far as he could
the
child
was
determine,
FOR SALE.
uninjured.

Tucker.
In the Norway Municipal Court TuesAccording to the news dispatches, a
day Edwin E. Howe answered to two "jitney and automobile" were recently
on in collision.
check
worthless
a
Does this indicate that the
xharges, passing
Harry E. Gibson, and getting goods jitney was an ox team?
under false pretences from John P. Culiinan. He was bound over in the sum of
Diaries which reveal a cold, wet sum$300, and bail was furnished.
mer just like this year, in steenty-steen
At tbe September meeting of Abigail are now
coming out of biding.
Whitman Chapter, D. A. R., held WedMerLucelia
Mrs.
Never can tell when you'll math a finger or
nesday evening with
riam, delegates were chosen to the State suffer a cut, bruise, bum or scald. lie prepared.
Thousands rely on Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil.
Council at Farmington in October, as Tour
druggist sells It. 25c ami 50c.
Mrs. L. A. Merriam, Mrs.
follows:
Géorgie M. Andrews, Mrs. Jennie C.
Foster, Mrs. Edith S. Bartlett. AlterFor Sale.
nates, Mrs. Mary C. Smith, Mies Margaret
4 weeks old White Chester Pigs for
A. Baker, Mrs. Eva Kimball, Mrs. Evis
C. Cook.
sale. Inquire of U. J. and C. M. Merrill,
Mrs. Lillian M. Swan is visiting her 30 Oxford St., South Paris, Me.
36
in
Aubnrn.
Earl
non,
Swan,
Mrs. Frank Baldwin and daughter
Ellen, Mrs. Fred Gould and Eliot Bragg
of Colebrook, Ν. H., and Miss Doris
Whitfemore of Roxbury, Mass., were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William C.

restful, beautiful reality, they seek out
our own charming lake, over which, old
Mount Christopher keeps silent, faithful
watch and guard, all the while our
Father Time is marking off the ages.
Do you know there is not one thing in
this much touted city, Spokane, that is
There is not a tree, even,
uot artificial?
that has not been planted, watered and
pruned by the hand of man, not one.
The people of all cities are but creations
af vitiated art.
Oh, but it is refreshing
to re-call these men and women, trained
as they were
by the unseen, but allpotent forces of the Natural and of the
Divine; it is worth your while and mine
to bring back our sires and grandsires—
jur mothers and our grandmothers—to
bless the world of today with the vieion
?f that which Is true worth in human
living. Our ancestry builded in selfrespecting honor, sobriety and sterling Leavltt last week.
Tbe W. C. T. U. will bold its first
righteousness.
The history of Woodstock, along the meeting after tbe summer vacation with
ines of civic citizenship is cause for Mrs. Edith Bartlett, Wednesday afterpride, as her decided majorities always noon, Sept. 8. The subject will be,
Some of the State of Maine Leaders in
went on record, as standing for that
which was cleanest and best in Social the Temperance Work."
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Boynton of PortReforms.
I point with deepest reverence to her land are receiving congratulations on
patriotism during the trying ordeal of the birth of a son.
The following are the officers of the
>ur Civil War—to the splendid attitude
)f her sons and daughters toward the Norway Lake School Association chosen
ïreat question of Temperance—and when at the annual reunion held Aug. 20th,
by about 225
:he white dove of National Prohibition which was attended
ihall have folded her glistering wings r~"i—
Pres.—Fred H. Perrv.
jver every State in our beloved Union,
Vlcc Pre*—Wilbur Tucker, Katherine Delano,
we, with profoundest gratitude, shall
Delano.
Carroll
leclarethe fathers and mothers of WoodSix.—Francos Partridge.
the
of
in
the
ranks
as
foremost
Trea·.—Victor
Partridge.
itock,
Μ γη. Elizabeth (Fogp) Young died io
originators and organizers of this sub
imest of all moral conquests.
Auburn Sunday, Aug. 29, and the reFrom the alphabetical beginnings of mains were brought to Norway, where
\—to the finale of Z—are included the funeral was held on Tuesday, atlames that have immortal places in the tended by Rev. Chester Gore Miller.
innals of splendid citizenship, among Mrs. Young was the daughter of Ben)ur towns-fellows.
jamin and Mary Fogg, and a sister of
We bave special pride toat in every Benjamin S. Fogg, whose remains were
state in the Union, we may declare,
brought here from Elgin, 111., only a few
We are the Maniacs of Maine, and re· days earlier.
oice in the possession of instant place
Mr. and Mrs. George G. Abbott of
ι ind hearty welcome.
This, this is the North Norway observed their fortieth
ι eward of faithfulness to high ideals, wedding anniversary Monday night by
borough preparation, and brilliant effi- entertaining a party of neighbors and
:lency for a world-wide service. Ser- friends.
vice—this is our watchword and slogan
Miss Eunice W. Fobee, who bas been
'or the times in which we live.
at her cottage during the summer, reThe catalogue of civic, educational turned Saturday to her teaching in Wakemd religious workers is replete with the field, Mass.
'lowing names of Woodstock's sons and
Dr. B. F. Bradbury began hie services
laughters.
at Togus as resident surgeon of the
Shall it not be all our business, yes, soldiers' home Sept. let. He was given
)ur very highest privilege, to use our a farewell
party at Camp Cinnamon over
•very energy to emulate and, if possible, the week-end preceding, eighteen being
who
those
of
the
noble
deeds
.urpass
present at dinner Sunday.
that great
îave passed onward to join
Following is the program for the meetind silent majority.
ing of Norway Grange Sept. 25th:
Grange
Today, I bid you—my heart's dearest College eonge,
Violin, A. M. Dunham.
>f people—you, the citizens of so blessed
ifalre
atof
events
and
amuelng
nativity—my heartiest God-speed, and Interesting
All
tended, and benefits derived,
By
et it be your supreme pleasure to build
Sisters
Singing—"Home, Sweet Home,"
or the loftiest ideals of principle in bu- Question—Is farming the moat desirable occupation for young people? Opened by C. w.
nan living, that when your children and
Ruck.
:bildren's children shall celebrate the
Quotation on Flowers, Worthy Flora; Grain,
>econd hundred mark in our good TownWorthy Ceres; Fruit, Worthy Pomona.
Grace Dunn
ihip's life, they may with a like reveren- Closing Thought,
The first meeting in October will be a
ial gratitude mark your achievements,
is we, today, exalt those left on imper"Rally Meeting."
A wedding of special interest to Norsliable record by ours, of most blessed
way was that at Old Orchard Wednesueraory.
Yours most faithfully, in the fellow- day, when Mise Dorothy Horr Tubbs of
ihip of good citizenehip, truth, right- Norway and Old Orchard was united in
eousness and peace.
marriage with Mr. Russell Wendell
Davis. The wedding took place in the
Ε. Z. Whitman, D. D.,
^astor of the First United Brethren Methodist Episcopal obnrch, followed by
the bride's
a reception at the home of
Church, Spokane, Washington.
The groom is
mother, Mrs. Iza Tubbs.
the son of Hon. Cyrus W. Davis, well
Rescript from Law Court.
known throughout Maine, formerly of
A rescript has been handed down by
Waterville but now surveyor of the port
he law court in the case of Inhabitants
of Portland. The bride U a graduate of
>f Kumford vs. Inhabitants of Upton,
Colby College in the class of 1014
['his case was tried at the March term
Miss Adeline Hayden, daughter of
>f court this year, and was for pauper
Samuel H. Hayden, has returned to her
tupplies furnished Annie Campbell, wife home in Haverhill, Mass. She will enter
The case really
>f Robert Campbell.
Miss Capeu'a School for Girls at Northlinged upon whether Campbell was a ampton, Mass., this fall.
-esident of Upton for five years or more
Earle Thibodeau has returned to bis
:ontinuously after he became twenty- school in Norton, Mass., to resume
he
before
a
weeks
few
or
whether,
>ne,
teaching.
vas twenty-six, he went to Dallas PlanEpbraim F. Wood, aged 89 years, died
atiun to take up his residence there
of heart disease Wednesday at
suddenly
without any intention of returning.
the home of his son, John M. Wood, at
There is involved in the issue of the
Norway Lake, where he bad made bis
;ase a pauper bill amounting already to
home. Besides this son, he leaves four
liabilibout $700, and a future indefinite
other sons and two daughters.
ty.
Paul Seavey bas returned from his
Nearly two days was occupied in the summer's visit in Chichester, Ν. H.
for
Rumford
the
being
attorneys
rial,
The next meeting of the Veranda Club
I. B. Stevenson and A. E. Stearns, and
will be with Mrs. Marguerite Dyer on
'or Upton, James S. Wright and Alton
A picFair Street, Thursday, Sept. 9!
3. Wheeler. Some seven or eight hours
nlc iuncb will be served.
vas occupied by the jury in considering
Mrs. Sadie Connor has returned to
t, and at last a verdict was returned for
after a two weeks' vacation spent
:he defendant, that is, Upton.
By the Lynn
in town.
-escript the exceptions are sustained,
A poverty party dance will be given in
ind a new trial is granted.
Opera House Friday evening of
Norway
The rescript is as follows:
this week, by Shaw's Orchestra of eight
The intention with which one perThose attending are expeoted
forms an act may be testified to by such piece».
to dress in poverty style.
Any who
jarty.
drees in their best clothes will have to
The selectmen of towns when perCar for
pay extra for their dancing.
forming the duties of a registration South Paris after the dance.
When so em
joard are publio officers.
)loyed they are in no sense agents of the
FACTS FOR SUFFERERS.

Smiley's
NEW FALL GOODS!

Constipation causes headache, Indigestion, dizziness, drowsiness. For * mild, opening medicine, aae Doan'i Reguletf. 29c a box at all store*.

Maine New· Note*.

on even

I

jghtning at
>afety Valve
)ouble Safety

2 qt.

Qt

Pt 1-2 pt

.95

.85 .75

$1.15 .95 .85
1.10

.85

.80

.75

We have rubber rings for all sizes of Jars
md Economy Jar Covers.
We also have Stone Jars in all sizes from

L

CASTORIAf·"***»»
Tks Klii Ym Have Alvavs Bsmdit

*>·"**

gallon to'35 gallons.

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO

Λ

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

<*

r

\

Belgrade

homemakebs· column.

Line

I

cou;·*.

Outing Shoes 11

Oxford Democrat. Sooth Pert·, Me
for

EnwrfWcle·.

preparing
terrible," «aid » woman rohadbeen
litlog an experience where «he
bo»·
suddenly into a
when the baby wm wited with
"The mother wm ·ο frightened
■ion·
"It vu

ûne§

For Men, Women and Children

0. Frothingham.
Maine.

South Paris,

wr*

your pistol or revolver because you expected
it to ^ive you results.
Ν w, ro-ults—whether in casual shooting—or in serious work at the target

VOL' selected

—dei>end tn re than you might think on the wise choice of ammunition.
It is w rh remembering that the l itest men in the Pistol and Revolver
cLis-*·-. !re >h ning Remington-UMC I artridges—m<ide for every standard
make f pistol anu revolver used anywhere in the world.
F rt he ri^ht ammunition from thesportsinen'sp<Mnt ofvicw,seethe RemC.
ington-I'M C I>ealer. He displays the Red ball Mark of Remington-L'il

Ι.)(ύΙ

g^Jo?

TmSt

k^nd

I

I

L

Sold by your home dealer and 680
other leading merchants in Main·
Remington Ainn-l'nion Metallic Cartridge Co., WooJworth BJdg. (233 B'way) N.T.CH7

^lidll

Sot

®J

Pistol and Revolver Cartridges
That Are Dependable and Accurate

I

I

I
II

llcJJ
nununr

κΠΟΚΤΠΛΧ»
of this Institution tor thirty
V'H DtVMPVT IV AfAVAVPP h «e been the policy
1*U rAli'lCil 11* AL/»AliV*C years. We recognize the purchaser's right to an
Uo not
la require*!
examination of tiie goo<ls. ami a teet of tK-lr quality before payment
wait for a more convenient season—It will never comc.

I
I
I

Accomplished

J»®"'

thit the could do nothing hat «oroaœ
»
and wring her banda. She wm abeoluteShe couldn't even tell
no Maiitince.
There w.. d
ne where to And thing·.
for
water. We had to hunt all over
In. It la a
a aaucepan to heat the water
we
wonder the baby did not die whUe
thinga and
were hunting for
roor Mr·. Hunter wm totally
th»t
unprepared for anything of She
^ally
and .be went all to piece·.
needed someone to take care of her.
How manyfmothers do"go all to pl«M
and
at a time of great .tre.aι
that
is natural, of course, when it meaMι
but that ιβ
a dear one's life is in danger,
00» ; prea condition which the mother
In any home there
pare herself to meet.
are bound to b' accident· and ΙΙΜ
Only as she keeps a cool bead and goes
one
abont the work of ministering to the
who i. hurt quickly and effectively can
she be of any use.
The mother1· manner at euch a time
I
has a wonderful influence over the child.
If her outward appearance i· c»1™·
her heart
quil, cheerful (even though in of
approshe may be "offering agonie·
1
hension) it will have a quieting, soothwill
which
ing effect on the child
lessen it· fear and suffering. Iti to hard
of course, but a mother can do It for the
sake of her loved one.
»b"u,d
Every mother, every housewife,
With
be prepared for emergencies.
children, bruises, burns bro*®n
often result from accident.
are apt to
croup, fever, and convulsions
come on without a ™oment β w»rn,°«·
There is always the possibility of tire
The mother must
and other dangers.
always be prepared.
It ie the custom of many women to
have a set of mles pMted on the door of
the medicine closet or in some other
place where they will be found readily η
case of an emergency, directing exactly
what to do for each and every mishap
which may occur. The headings appear
in large letters and the direction· are
written under each. What to do in case
I if fire, accident, sudden illness, and so
forth are a!l noted so minutely that even
child or a servant could tell exactly
The exact
what to do in time of need.
place of each article required is also
noted, so that a stranger coming in to
help could easily find what is needed.
I The raraedies for sudden seizures, such
I as croup, convulsions, fever, as well as
■ for accidents, are all noted on these lists
I and the exact place where they may be
II found at a moment's notice. Antidotes
for poison and their whereabouts follow.
Every emergency which can happen to
anyone in the household is provided for,

and minute directions given concerning
it on these lists. They are worth their

\\

How His Elimination Was

nelfb^'.

Best Vacation Shoe in the World f,
I

W.

jj

Arkansaw Bill

I °ras£n"dSf

Of

!

!

By W1LLARD BLAKEMAN

*

Away back in the fifties when the
town of Deadshot began to think of
fnktng on the hoe of civilization the
question was how to make a begin-

for

ning. Men had gone elsewhere
wives, who had consented to marry
them and go to Deadshot without being aware of what kind of place it

Families had sprung up about
was.
these couples, and it is generally conceded that a place containing women
and children requires different management from one in which there are
only men and the only law is gun law.
Nevertheless the shooting went on. and
In time there were a number of women
left widows and children made fatherless.
For some time there was talk of
stopping the gun play, but nothing was
done till three little children, whose
mother had died a natural death, were
deprived of their father by an unnatural one. This came home to the
citizens of Deadshot, inasmuch as they
felt obliged to provide for the children.
The grumblings were loud and long,

and the desire to stop the gun play
A knot of
received a new impetus.
men were standing on the only street
in the town discussing the matter
when Andrew Hunker, grinding his
quid with a pair of Jimber Jaws, said:
"Gents, so long as we was all men
together the gun was a first rate
article for our differences, be in' much
nioie effective and less expensive than
But with wimmen
a court of law.

by

and children among us it's different
It's onjust that a woman should be
deprived of her husband and his support because he's suspected of holdin'
two aces o' clubs when there's only
one in a regulation pack. And when a
a widower with children is put out o'
business the care of his children falls
on

the town.

"Now, I reccymend that we have an
orphan asylum in Deadshot, to be paid
for by them as gits the better of sich
as differs with 'em. Supposin* we start
fund for the purpose in this way:
uian as bores a hole in another in
Deadshot pays a thousand dollars for

a

Any

weight in gold, as anyone who has ever the
aid in time
privilege. When the fust thousand
gone into a strange bouse to
turns up we'll begin the buildin* o' the
of emergency can testify to.
The wise housekeeper and raotber asylum, and every thousand comin' in
AfGCiTA
IIAMiOlt
POHTL.1.M»
keeps constantly on band a fell supply after that goes to carryln' on the good
of the things needed in case of emergen- work."
cy. Tbey may not be used for weeks
"That's all very well," remarked C.v
#">
β
months, but tbey are always ready
who's goin' to levy on the
Ϊ when the need arrives. There are heal- Atkins, "but
man that bores the hole?"
1 ing salves and ointments,sanitary lotions,
Mr. Hunker ground his quid a trifle
rolls of bandages, oiled silk, quantities
continued:
of clean, soft old linen. For sudden harder and slower and
"I take It for granted that the sentiWE
seizures there are the regular remedies
SALE
BEST
THE
IS
IT
SUCCESS.
A
IS SURELY
prescribed by the family physician, ment o' this yere town has turned agin
HAVE EVER HAD, AND WE HAVE MANY SPLENDID
I which can be given at once even before hole borin', particularly In the bodlee
the doctor arrives. There are plasters, of fathers of kids. I offer myself as
BARGAINS LEFT. Below are a few of them :
I antiseptic soaps, syringes, hot water one to enforce the penalty, and 1
Men's Gun Metal Oxfords and there is a good assortment of them.
bags, everything which might be needed haven't any doubt that I kin git all the
or sudden III$2.5 ς I in a hurry. An accident
The $4.00 grade, both leather an ! rubber sole, now
assistance I need."
nees in a household thus provided with
for
00
This clinched the argument, and the
rubber
and
sole, $4
3.9 5 the neceesary remedies loses half its tergrade
Men's Russia Calf Oxfords, leather
in sharp contract to the home same evening a copy of the decree,
is
and
for
rors,
00
2.5
grade
Men's Russia Calf Button Oxfords, $4
I where nothing is prepared for and where signed by a self constituted committee,
for...... 3C
Women's Russia Calf Button and Lace Boots, $4 00
precious time, perhaps even life, is lost was posted throughout the town. Mr,
hav- Hunker's name, written in a style to
1.5 Ο I waiting for the doctor to arrive orwhich
Women's White Canvas Button Boots, $2.50 grade for
to send out for remedies
ing
remind one of John Hancock's on the
1.3 5 should always be on hand.
$2.00 grade for
Declaration of American Independence,
will
housewife
and
i.c
ΟI
wise
mother
The
led the rest and those who were die
$1.75 grade for
be sure that she Is always ready for the
Odd lots in Women's Oxfords, $3.00, $2.50 and $2 00 shoes for.... I.C ° many exigencies of life, that she has on posed to sneer at the document, on seeThe women
2.c
band the necessary remedies and appli- ing his signature, desisted.
Women's Russia Calf Oxfords, $3.50 and $3.00 grade for
in
approved, seeing in the edict a promise
I
ances, that tbey can be readily found
Women's Gun Metal Button Evangeline receding toe, kidney heel,
time of need, and that she is herself pre of being able to keep their husbands.
2.c O pared for emergencies with a cool bead,
For several days after the posting ol
for
?3.co grade
I
a calm manner and a practical knowledge
notice the town of Deadshot was
the
We have many more bargains which we have not mentioned. Οι ιΓ as to just what to do at the critical mo· like the 5th of July. Not a pistol crack·
Homestead.
e
Tl·
ment.—New
England
successful for we have what we advertise.
cltarance sales are
ed. Some of the men were seen κοίημ

Our

August

Clearance sai(

H
II

II
I
|mod

I
I

I

I
o|

grade

I

I

J

ΟI

I

always

sold.

Once marked down

sale will continue until the goods
down. We pay postage on all mail orders and
are

can

be returned and money will be refunded.

anything

not

they

sta y

satisfactoi ν I

Canned

Things

CORN AND TOMATO

STORE OPEN MONDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS

Closes Other Nights at 6:15.
WE CLOSE ALL DAY, LABOR DAY, MONDAY, SEPT. 6

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO
OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE

Telephone 38-2

(COMBINATION).

Blanch fresh corn on the cob 0 minCut corn from cob,
utes. Cold dip.
Blanch tomacutting from tip to butt.
Retoes 1 1-2 minutes and cold dip.
move skin and core.
Chop tomatoes inMix two parts of
to medium pieces.
tomatoes with one part of corn and mix
thoroughly. Pack in glass jars or tin
Âdd a level teaepoonfu! of salt
cans.
Put rubber and cap in posiper quart.
tion, not tight. (Cap and tip if using
enameled tin cans ) If using hot-waterbath outfit, sterilize IK) minutes; if using
water-seal outfit, sterilize 75 minutes; if

using

a

5-pound steam-pressure outfit,

sterilize 60 minutes; or if using an aluminum pressure-cooker outfit, sterilize 45
minutes. Remove jars. Tighten covInvert to cool and test the joint.
ers.
Wrap jars with paper to prevent bleaching, and store.

STANDARD
SEWING

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

FtfERLAStif
ηΠΠίίϊΜΓ
IlVVr
1TNVJ

tsss*

$1.60,-1.90,-2.26

per squat

SOLD ONLY BY

S. P. Maxim & Sot
Hais

South Paris,

Pittsburgh

TOMATOES, AND

STRING

At a very low

price we have bought

a

full

car

load of th

PITTSBURGH PERFECT FENCE
shall receive before May 1st This is an electri
welded fence and has stood the test for years. It costs η
more than the inhuman barbed wire fence which so man;
which

times

we

inj ures

your stock.

Stock fence

poultry

runs

from 32 inches to 58 inches in

height desired.
Remember we bought very low by taking
and shall make our price accordingly.

heighi

fence in any

a

full

car

loa

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST FENCE IN THE WORLD.

A. W. WALKER & SON
SOUTH

PARIS. MAINE.

al

uieir terror.

One morning two shots In quick

baked apples.

TEACH WHIT.

Beat white· of two eggs until stiff,add
a trifle over two tableepoonfula of powdered sugar and beat to a meringue.
Add gradually the pulp of four ripe
peaches, which have been preaaed
through a aieve, beating all the time;
sprinkle with lemon juice and aenre is
tall glasses with cream.

unhurt.
Mr. Ilunker stepped up to Murphy
and demanded his arms. Murphy, whe
still held his revolver, looked inquiring
ly into his face, then at six men backing him, all having cocked weapons In
was

TEACH WHIT FOB CAKE.

Bake two layera of sponge cake, then
take the white of one egg and beat It
until stiff, then add one cup of cruabed
pulp of ripe peaches, three tableepoonfula of confeotioner'a sugar and beat
until stiff. This is spread between the
layers and over the top. It is also served
on individual plates,
spread between
halve· of lady fhger· and ooverlug the
aliced
of
layer
peaches placed on top.
Tbe same whip ia need for cream on
pudding·, jelly or any fruit or deaaert
needing tbe cream.
PEACH CAKE.

One cup of

flour,

one

teaapoonfal

bak-

ing powder, one-quarter teaapoonfal of
aalt, one cup of augar, one-half cap of

milk, one egg, aix peaches and one tea·
apoonful of batter. Silt the floor, baking powder, half of the augar and aalt
Into a bowl, add milk and well beaten
egg. Brush the pie plate with batter.
Pare the peaches, cut In half, put the
peeohea on top of the dougb, cnt side op,
and sprinkle with the remainder of the
augar.

serve

Bake 85 mlautea In hot oven and

while

warm.

gave evidence of being a desperado
He knew nothing of the firmness of th<
committee In carrying out the edlcl
against hole boring, and he held a law
against gun play In contempt He an
nounced that any. man who was dis
posed to Interfere with him would gel
holed, and since hole boring was ο
right he did not Intend to pay for ex-

ercising It»

until some one of them downed him
This proposition meeting with favor,
Mr. Hunker offered himself as the first
victim. It is to the credit of the others that they declined to accept his
offer, averring that lots should be
drawn to determine who should be
first, second, third, und so on till the
•she members of the committee each
lind a place In the proceedings.
Six numbers were written on as
many bits of paper, from one to six inclusive, nnd placed In a hat Then the

men successively put a hand iu the
He who
hat and drew a number.
drew No. 1 was Abe Billings, a man
with a wife and four children. Hunker begged to be permitted to change
numbers with him, but Billings would
not consent, and the meeting, each

having promised secrecy, broke
Billings was to choose his own
up.
time for doing the Job and was not reman

to give any notice to any one.
In case he was killed In the attempt
he was to make, the man who had
drawn No. 2 was to make another, and
so on till Arkansaw Bill or the six men

quired

shouK: be eliminated.
Twenty-four hours passed, and both
Abe and Bill still lived. During the
second night after the lots had been

drawn several shots in quick succession were heard coming from the direction of the quarters occupied by
t he desperado. Every man of the committee believed that Bill or Abe—perhaps both—had, bitten the dust Every
one of them got out of bed and hurried
to the scene of the fray. Abe's cabin

lighted. His children were running about in their nightgowns, but
neither their father nor mother was
visible.
One by one the committee as it
passed Abe's quarters asked the children what had happened, but getting
was

coherent response hurried on toward
Arkansaw Bill's cabin. They met Mrs.
Billings coming away. Asked what
had occasioned the firing, for reply she
turned and led them to Bill's houeo.
no

There In the doorway lay a body. Some
one struck a match, held it to thstdend
man's facè and lighted up Bill's ashen
features.
"Who did it?" asked Hunken.
"I did it," replied Mrs. Billings calmly. "I called him to the door and shot
him."
"Where's Abe?"
Again for reply she turned and led

them this time to her own home. Going to a door that opened to the cellar

■he unlocked it and Abe came forth a*
much wonder stricken as the others.
"What have you been up to?" he

asked his wife angrily.
"I've saved you from being murdered."
Then all saw that she had rid the
place of its incubus without danger to
herself or any one else. Each and
every man grasped her hand and exon-

erated her from blame.
The orphan asylum was
for It was not needed.

Arkansaw BUI at once proceeded to
make a nuisance of himself. He Insisted on being admitted to games of
chance, cheated and when taken to
task Instead of shooting his accuser invited him to put a hole in him. Bill
was doubtless ready to defend himself.
What he wanted waa to take advantage of his enemy's Indisposition to
pay $1,000 for shooting him to put the
orphan asylum edict into disrepute.
He insulted the women, choosing those
who had no men whoee duty It was
to protect them.
It la very hard to make a law that
will not on occasion work dlsadvantageously. Any man attempting to
put Arkansaw Bill out of the way
must pay $1,000 for the privilege, and
for every additional bole that waa necessary to do the Job he must pay an
additional thousand. And thla waa not
the worst of It Arkansaw BUI waa
known to be a marvelouely quick ahot
and any man tackling him waa likely
to get holed instead of holing him.
A meeting of the committee waa
called to decide upon eoroe wig ot nfr

never

built

The lot and the

News.

England's

First Scientist.

wa s

8
it is believed that this year marks th
Fie wa s
seven hundredth anniversary.
ι
persecuted and condemned and muc
of his work destroyed, so that the ei
def
tent of his discoveries cannot be
It is certain that h β
known.

nitely

J

was centuries ahead of his iguorau
and credulous times in chemistry, m<
chanlcs and mathematics. Branded a a
into prisoi t
α magician, he was thrown
From 1277 until a short time befor 0
his death Bacon was immured in *
tilthy cell. lie is said to have Invente 3
the camera obscura, the uir pump an i
bell, and he was acquainte i
the

diving

with the uses of optical lenses and th e
nature of gunpowder, although the pn
Jcetile power of gunpowder appears m
to have been discovered until the fo

exceedingly

cheerful,

even

converted into a stepladder for the
purpose of reaching the higher shelves
in a library. As far as known, only
one of these chairs was ever actually
constructed for his own particular use.
and this is owned at present by the

Philosophical society

of Philadelphia.

Rain.

There are so many things worse than
rain that we refuse to fret nbout it.
If we had the toothache every other
day for two months straight we might
growl. If au amateur cornetlst lived

next door and practiced regularly we
should complain; If bills were sent in
once a week Instead of once a month;
If bores never went home; If all friendship were mercenary and false in adversity; If sickness visited us ofteuer
and stayed longer than health; If malicious people were many and the kind
few we might Justifiably be miserable
and remain so.
But so. long as so many worse things
that could be don't arrive it can rain
every day if it wants to. Most of our
Joy la weather proof.—Detroit Free
Press.

Coparniouc.
Nicholas Copernicus was the founder
of modern astronomy. He was born

In Poland in 1473. Hie father was α
Pole, and his mother waa a German.
He went to the university at Cracow,
where he studied medicine, theology,
mathematics and astronomy.
Later
he devoted his whole attention to as-

Caught With tha Goods.
"How do you happen to be in pris-

on, my poor friend?"
"Because I was a man of property,
mom."
"I don't understand."
'Tea, see, mum, It wuz other people's

prof>erty."—Birmingham Age-Herald.

Rheomatio pain; urinary Ilia;
All wear one oat.
Often effects of kidney weakness.
No ose to care the symptôme,
Relief Is bat temporary if the cause

Ho. J77—η ken·. 16 acre· till**·, smooth early crop land, 7 acre· lo pine, UO cord· pln<> bo'.u
dwaWnc 1M atortea.β room·, «table, tie-up for 4 Mad, I horee stalls, be« of water, only tiro mile·
fi·» Norway. Price $1100.
A1 bay, iuu voun*, thrifty &
No. 07—106 aerea, 35 acre· tmooib, level tillage, cut» 30 ton·
J «tory dwelling. Urge «table ami barn, L·:,
treea. É1100 worth of pine and hemlock; aplendld
convenience·. One of the beet offerte*» on Uur
preaiare water aerrloe, fine locality, all rural
Price oily two. 1-2 down.
ONLY TWO MILES FROM R. R. TuWS, r. ...
No. WO—f75 aerea, cute 100 tona hay.
40 head ; dwelling ha* u nice room*, urr,
PINK TIMBER, many corda of hardwood, paatare for
running
aprlng water aerrlce to all building·. Tut* u on.·
all
conveniences,
with
54x100. np4<Hlate
at
16000, only 14 down.
of our lawat acqulaldona and a rare offer ing

lût

Here'a Sooth Paria teatimony.
The kind that can bo investigated.
Mra. Prancia S. Harlow, Shillings Ave.,
South Paria, aaya: "I bave need Doan'a
them
Kidney Pilla and have alwaya found
a good medicine for kidney and bladder
trouble. Tbey atrebgtben the kidneya
and relieve baokache. I waa feeling a
little bad recently and knew that my
kidneya needed a tonic. I got Doan'a
Kidney Pilla at Howard'a Drug Store
and tbey gave me relief in aahnrt time.1'
THREE TEARS LATER, Mra. Harlow
aald : "I am glad to re-indorae Doan'a
Kidney Pills. I uae tbem occaalonally
and tbey keep my kidneya in fine con·

AGENCY,

THE DENNIS PIKE
NOBWAY,

aak for a

am

TOLMAN

E.

C.

Agent

Weaver Pianos,

MAINE.

!

for the

......

Player Pianos

Organs

and

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE

PYTHIAN BLOCK,

Don't almply
kidney remedy—get Doan'a

Kidney Pilla—tbe aame that Mra. Harlow
bad. Foster-Milburn Co., Prope., Buffalo,
X. Y.

DESIRABLE STAND FOR
SALE AT PARIS HILL.
Owing Ό a contemplated change of

Cake

or

and instead of
"flour" order

Maine

Register

more

Steamships Hay State an«l Hansom It
I<eave Franklin wharf. Portland, week
7:00 p.m. Sunday* 9^*1 p. m. Keturr It
Koeton week day* and Sun-lay* at 7 <·' ;
Ι.ΙΛΚ.

*uil .V

\

ν»

U.

!>

H. A. CLA V, Superintendent,
Franklin Wharf, f'ortlaiid, M >'

30-3'J

OVER «5 YEAH
ERIENCr

Edison Diamond Disc

information

of value to Business and Pro-

Phonographs

fessional Men of Maine than

Records.

any other Reference Book of

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY SINCE 1870

Congres· Street

PORTLAND.

Less Titan ONE-HALF VÉ

35 38

We have
used in

our

all in fine
ners, all in
to

hearse which has beer
for some few years,

a

village

shape, nice double rungood repair. Appl)

extra

C. W. BOWKER,

A. F.
L. A.

*0*

GOLDSMITH,
BROOKS,

Assessors of South Paris

Village Corporator

30tf

Ay

Take

a

jtexaft&fftdetJEie/

DID THE OLD MAN GOOD.
Geo. W. Clougb, of Prentiss, Miss.,
seventy-seven years old and bad troul

act as a

laxative In the

morning

ν

Chas. H. Howard Co.

"Very well, mum."
"The parrot is hopeless. But I doi
want tbe gold fish to learn to swear."

and

Wood Fiber Plaster,

OR. AUSTIN TENNEY

everything

Will be at hla rooms over C. F
Ridlon's grocery, Norway, Saturday
This wil
Jane 26th, θ ▲. il. to 4 p. u.
be Dr. Tenoey'· last visit to Norway □□
til the last Friday in August.

that

masons

OCULIST

use

hand and for sale all the time

J. B. COLE & SON J. Hastings Bean
South Paris, Maine.

SOUTH PARIS

HELPS HEADACHE

Real Estate
and Securities

A Sure Remedy

You think with your head, but you
work with your stomach.
You feed
irour stomach, but your stomach feeds
blood
and
muscle
with the
your brain,
food which it must first digest When
the stomach goes wrong, the head goes
wrong. When you get a sick headache,
help your stomach with "L. F." AtWood's Medicine, and your head will
toon clear and stop aching.
Here is
one of many letters to prove it:

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

or

write today for

a

presented

\V. !Vever»

ptdtfos Cortte
Kmn or mm otlwr
■labtntorof tte mmi
^ ve· ·, ►
se η ted by said Eugene I
Harold B. Paine at I otherwards ; petition for licence t<· ««·.
real enta te presented by Georgi

erty,

also

Loans

village and farm prophigh grade bonds for sale.

and investments

carefully

made.
Examination of titles

a

specialty.

Twenty years' experience

in

title

free sample. work.

C. E. TOLMAN

General Insurance

Poctlud. kk

FOLEY
KIDNEY PUIS
?0β MCKACHl KIOWYI.AM ΙΙΑβΜλ

m

guardian.

Michael Kohler littc of Γ;ιιΙ·

IntUd lui accouut presented ft
by Carrie E. Weber, executrix.
Marion A. Bettcy late of Par:».
second account présente! f<»r allow it
Held C. Bessey ami Alvln S. Iicste*.·
Andrew J. Π·Ι1 of i'oru, w.r
preaented for allowance by John
guardian.

·<· r

··' <-'1·
Seth Beaton late of Pari
»"»T
α
anil tint! account presei.tel
···
'-tr*'
admit
D.
Andrew*,
Alpben·
nesod.

Michael Kohler late of I
petition for order to distribute

Inί in her hands presented by Γη: 'ι

executr

χ.

Rath R. demons late ο' lllra
drat account presented for allow m·
Pike, administrator.
ADDISON E. HEBBICK, Judge of
A true copy—attest :
34 36
ALHKKT I». PARK, I·

Oxford County 4

»

Bonds.

<£,r,

Agreeably to an Act of the I ''·
191ft, the Colt ntr of Οχ foul will «■·»
Issue a $ib (<10 serlc· of Bonds, to pr

the County's
the Kumford

-Mare

of the cxpen
and Cot.it

Municipal

Γ

···

J

PYTHIAN

South Paris,

BLOCK

Haine

s

II

Denomination·, $lon, #ftoo ami #1""
Interest, 4 per ct., payable by semi

I have both

FREE.—"Ye Olde Songs," words and music
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
3 outside yellow wrappers from the bottles,
together with your optnioa of our Medicine.

Ί. F." MEDICINE CO*

To all oersons Interested In cither of tt··
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Hut
and for the County of Oxford, on I
Tuesday of Au«u<i, In the year of
one thousand nine hundred and flfte·
following matter ηανίηκ been présenté-.
action thereupon hereinafter Indicate!,
herein- ORDKKKl)
That notice thereof l>c >dvcn to ail person»
te rested by cAtislntr a copy of this order to
published three weeks successively In the Oford Democrat, a newspaper published at Soi
Parle, In said County, tnat they may appear a*
Probate Court to be held at Pari*, on t
A. 1). 1915, at
third Tuesday of Sept
the clock In the forenoon, and 1m- heard tin
if they see cause
Mark A. Klllott I He of Kumford, die
will and petition for nrobate thereof and tli.
tpolntment of I.atira S Klllott as »-xi««-utrl*
by said 1.
of. without bond,
Elliott, the executrix therein named.
IlarrUoii N. Howard late of 11 art f>-r
ceased ; will and petition for probate there
th* appointment of Marhon !.. Howard necutor thereof, without bond, pre»· nte
Marhon I.. Howard, the executor therein n
late of Denmark,
(•roif|r IV.
ed; wl.l and ρ tltlon lor proline thereof
M.
of
Ada
Cray anil Klw
appointment
Per.clexter as executors thereof, without ·.
prctcnted by said Ada M. Urav and Kin
rendextcr, the executors therein named.
Ivy II F.verett late of Γ iris. ·!
I- Κ
petition for the appointment of asJohn
a (ml;
some other suitable person
I or
of the c-t ite of said decease 1 presented
Κ Everett, father.
fjrru· K. Gordon lite of I'ertl, de·
petition for the upp.diitnit nt Γ J lin S
or some other suitable person as admin
of the estate of said deceased present
I.oulse Gordon, widow
Cora M. Everett Lite or rarlf, ΐι···<
Mon for Ox appointment of Jobi κ Ει
some other suitable person a* adinlu!»ir«iof
<cn.< I by sa.
the estate of e.ild deceit*»·.
John K. Evert tt. wMmor

coupon·.

Watenrille. Maine.
Mjr husband is talcing the "L F. Atwood's
Medicine now for dyspepsia and it Is helping
him. We do not feel that we can get along
without it I have taken it for headache ana
it has cured me entirely.
Mas. Aiuh C. Loci.
&. F. D. No. 40, Box 56.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest

store,

>

.1

E.

Concrete Blocks,

on

I nr.
T«

rie»

MUNN & Co.364e,"e-a' New \

Wy man
oMrri.

Brick, Cement,

"Never leave tbe parrot in tbe roc
with tbe gold fish."

Scientific America i.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly.
cnlutlnii of any scientific lourual.
year; four month», |L Sold by all

1

Tonight

It will

with his kidneys for many years. 1
writes that Foley Kidney Pill· did b
much good. He need many remedii
but tbia I· tbe only one that ever help
him. No man, young or old, can affo
to neglect symptoms of kidney trouble.
A. E. Shurtleff Co., 6. Pari·.

"

ι·

I'ltOKATE IVOTICKN

—AT—

MAINE

Unit· «IrictljOoiitldoiitl.il. ΗΑΝΟϋΟΟΚ
■eut free. Oldest naency fur securlne
I'atent· taken through ilut.ti It
ipteial not iff. without chante, lu tho

Ersucb UIBce. ess F 8U Waabls.-t

South Paris Hearse

PUBLISHER

Designs
Copyrights 4

....

For Sale!

Grenville M. Donham

Trade Man-

Anyone sending a sketch and 'e«cr»
quickly aafertuln our opinion tree »
Invention I· probably patentable,

Pythian Block, South Paris, Me.

Price, $2.00 Postpaid

390

and

A fine eelection of Records
always in stock. Come in and
listen to them.

its kind.

"Well?"

Ask for Citroiax.—A. E. Shut

for New York.

BOSTON A\l» P»RTI.i\l) MM.

TOLMAN

B.

Ο.

"She said he got more entbuslas
over the game than be ever bad over hei

Co., S. Parla.

a. m.

.f

AGENT FOB

"Why did Vanessa break the engaf
mentf"
"Seems she went wlib her fiance tc
baseball game."

leff

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINc.

Steamships Northland an·! North >Ur
Franklin wharf, l'ortlau<l, Tuesday, Ί
and
Saturday M8ii0p.ii. Alao Monda
j

Norway, Maine.

4itf

SCHOOLS MAY BAR CHILDREN.

■ome.

CO.,

WM. C. LEAVITT

Common colds are contagions a
boards of health in many cities are cc
alderlng barring children with colds frc
school. Foley's Honey and Tar i· an (
and reliable family medicine and fri
children from coughs, colds, croup a
whooping oougb. Parents may sa
trouble by giving before school opens.
A. E. Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.

Give·
thorough
flushing—no pain, no nausea. Kee]
your system cleansed, sweet and wbol

r

That are perfectly day at A 00 p. πι for Eastport, l.uU w
That will fit.
Joon. Return leave St. John Monday,
Ρ rt
safe. If in need send fifteen cents day and Frldav at 9ΛΙ a. m ; Icare
Koeton Tuesday, Thursday an 1 Satur
with size.
Get one by next mail. t>:00 a. m, due Ho .ton 2 in) p. m.

ISSUED AUGUST let

dress."

almost at ono
and satiafactoi

All-lhe-Way-by-Wait

MKTKOPOI.ITAX

1915-16 EDITION

"These pictures evidently lllostri
of mental aberration," explainrd t
great alienist. "Note the vagaries

a sick headache
a most

ι

ordering

The

oases

8tops

LI r\ILv

Bide.

Steamships Calvin Austin and «»..%.
Leave Portland Monday, Wednesday

Paris.

tiling for constipation, sour s toi
lazy liver and aluggiah bowel

ch

Steamship* Massachusetts and Γ
! From Norton, Uave North Side In
day at 5 p. id. I»ue Sew York
j every
Same scrvlire re.urnln*.
ISTKIIXATIO.VAL LIXK.

frequent action of my kidneys. I «
advised by my doctor to try Foley Κ
ney Pills and a 50-cent bottle made a w
man of me."
They relieve rheumatii

Best

advertisement in .he

I

pounds.

•ch,

an

nirtcl Bttwctu Ito.ton

tlnot. Is said to be the heaviest bl:
that flies, the young male when frx
In plentiful weighing nearly for

CITROLAX

catalog.

it grow resuite.

GHMNEY HUE STOPPERS

living
bering
high. Think of all this,

e

CITBOLAZ

Plant

Bids wanted for transportation of
scholars on routes in Paris and
Woodstock. Submit at once to
MERLIN C. JOY, Superintendent,
South Paris.
^5-36

rememis so

when

illustrated

State

Transportation

School

Besides, William Tell goes
farthest—worth

our

1S

Democrat and then w

Biscuit?
Cakes and pies?
The best you ever tasted I

It containa

Citroiax

will send you

Great Oaks from

about baking day. Bread?
Always light, fine and white.

These larvae are small, plum
hairy grubs, and the sole sign of the
presence, likely to be overlooked 1
the amateur, is a few specks of brov
ilust In the case.—Scientific America!

"What is tbe only safe rule of aotli
when you want a thing well done!
asked tbe professor of a social economy
"Order It rare," replied tbe studei
who dined at restaurant·.

we

»t

Bliss Business College, Lewiston

Address

and you needn't worry

afar.

quickly to Foley Kidney Pills. They he
éliminai ion, give sound sleep and mal
you feel better.—A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
Paris.

this coupon and

City

Just order a sack of
William Tell Hour

worker is the Anthrenus museorui
The adult measures only or even le
than one-eighth of an Inch in leng
and is convex in form. The fema
lays eggs in specimens, and the lam
feed on them—the valued butterfly ai
the magnificent beetle—brought fro

healing and soothing remedy.—▲.
Shurtleff Co., S. Paria.

lis

Little Acorns Grow

A Mumudi'i Worst Enemy.
One of the worst enemies curators *
museums have to contend with is
tiny beetle, which works so neatly thi
'Iieie is no evidence of its woeful woi
until the specimen is found dismembe
Neither
ed or otherwise ruined.
America or Englund has any effectu
remedy been found. The tiny mlscbii

thousands of bay fever and asthma at
ferers are tbankfnl for tbis wonderf

of :.τ

means

St. and No

Pastry!

roughly the stone breaks.—India
apolis News.

New·, write·: "A severe cold settled
lungs, I feared pneumonia. Folej
Honey and Tar straightened me up it
mediately. I recommend tbis genu!
congh and lung mediolne." Right nc

a

to

Name

Bread

too

my

CAPABLE YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN who deaire
independence, should take our Courues a» the first step

and

For

itona is not so much of a curiosity ι
it seems, for it Is found in North Car
Una. and there are specimens of it 1
Λ <ase at the Philadelphia collectio
The sensation of handling a piece »
■stone which bends like α piece of ru
Iter Is a strange experience. If handh

NEWSPAPERMAN RECOMMENDS I
R. R. Wentworth of tbe St. James (Mi

they are capable,

of Increased earning power.

Mall

anything

"Go slow, professor. Somebody t
slipped one over on yon. This le a fai
ton magazine."

means

the moat of wbicb

Fall Term Opens Tuesday, Sept.. 14,

fingers of clasped hands. The flexibl
th
Ity of the material results from
uterlocking of the grains of sand, <
which it is chiefly conii>osed. Althoup
'.nit few persons know that this stoi
but hard, the flexib
an be

Gray Buzzard·.
The gray buzzard, now almost

want to sucoee.! an
will find our commercial tr.» n,

AMBITIOUS YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN who

compllah

responsible j·
as stenographer^ bookkeepers, private secretaries and as employees of ht- >
looation, I offer for tale my atand st
Civil
Service
appointment. Si.
and United States Government through
Paria Hill. An eleven room bouae with
Courses for toacbers and advanced pupils.
and
ell
Special
etc.,
bath
room,
running water,
«
atable and a nice piece of land. All in
excellent repair,
I*>
B. ANDREWS,
CHA
CHARLES
Paria Hill, Maine.
35-36

Flexible Stone.

"That dog of youra teems to bave h
man Intelligence Γ'
and
the
tronomy
developed
"Copernl"He ain't tbat lucky," answered t
can" system, which is the one* now
of the dog. "If be was to lo
proprietor
universally accepted. It regards the bis temper an* turn himself loose to bu
sun as the center of the solar system somebody be wouldn't bave a chance
and the planets, of which the earth Is the world of pleading insanity."
while
one, as revolving around It,
MANY COMPLAINTS HEARD.
around the majority of these primary,
Tbis summer many persons are coi
one or more secondary orbs, known
lame baoks, rbe
The first stars are plaining of headaches,
as moons, revolve.
matism, biliousness and of being "alwa
regarded as suns, each with Its own tired."
Acbes, pains and ills caused 1
planetary system.
kidneys nnt doing their work yie
Th· Vatican.
Hie Vatican was not originally intended as a place of residence. Comparatively a small part of it is now
residential; the remainder serves the
purposes of science, art and the administration of the Catholic church.
Of the 1,000 rooms in the great palace
200 serve as residences for the pope,
secretary of state and the other high
officials of the church.

Backache la a heavy harden ;
Nervousneaa, dizzineae, headache.

Itacolumite is a peculiar stone whlc
is found in Brazil. When flexible itaco
umite is cut into thin plates, and whe
examined with a microscope it is fouu
fit
to be coni|>osed almost entirely of
wil
of
shai>e,
sand
of
peculiar
grains
Indented edges which interlock like tt

and backache.—A. E. Shurtleff Co.,

when suffering, and, as one of his
friends has recorded, "full of anecdotes
and learning." Even at this time In
his life he added to the already extensive list of his Inventions, contriving
among other things a most curious
chair which, when desired, could be

South Paria Backs—Relief
Prored by Lapse of Time.

It is said that durin
buili
a war Bacon set tire to the chief
lugs In α town by using burning lense

Ban Franklin'· Châlit

always

From

lowing century.

HIS REST WAS BROKEN.
0. D. Wright, Roaemont, Neb., writ
"1 was bothered with pains In the regi
of my kidneys. My rest wa· broken

In his old age Benjamin Franklin's
health failed him to a considerable extent He suffered from gout and the
with
complications,
which,
stone,
eventually carried him off. But he was

Real Estate for Sale.

BURDENS LIFTED

The first great English scientist
Th a
dltion."
Roger Bacon, who died in 1294.
bu cI
Price 50c, at all dealers.
exact date of his birth is unknown,

tnaterial that had been purchased were
used for α church, which helped amazingly In the civilization of the town.
Deadshot has long since become one of
the most thriving and cultured cities In
the west. It Is no longer called Dead
shot. The name has been changed In
honor of the woman who rendered the
orphan asylum unnecessary.

suc-

cession rang out In a cabin where twc
A third shol
men were playing cards.
The
followed a few seconds later.
signers of the edict gathered at the
scene of controversy and found Ben
Rogers on the floor stone dead wlti
two bullet holes In him. Jim Murphj

cake, sprinkle
with a little peach juice and lay on signs of much peace fulness when ι
halves of peaches with the hollow filled new element of trouble came into th<
with whipped oream, flavored with a town In tfo
person of a man from th<
dash of almond essence. Chopped alsouth whoa*» real name waa not known
mond· apread over the top add much to
but who passed as Arkansaw BAIL H«
Cut round· from sponge

tbe taste.
Peaches are delicious baked and served
with sngar and cream in the manner of

FENCE MADE!

least naa iosr

wert

or

lars was ex[>cnded for a lot and material was bought for the building.
After this more men left their gum
at home, and Pendshot waa showing

TEACH CANAPE.

THE BEST WIRE

look so formidable, and there
signs that they were forgotten

DEANS

Delightful Peach Detwrti.

Perfect Fence

about without their revolvers at theii
hips, indicating that they would rathei
get shot than be held for the thousand
dollar penalty. But by and by the no
tlces, moistened by the rain, did not

their hands, and surrendered.
The body being examined, It wai
found to contain two holes. The com(COMBINATION).
after due consideration, decided
Use one part of corn, one part of » reen mittee,
that Murphy must pay $1,000 a hole.
string beans, and three parts of tomaThe decision staggered the cltlzeni
toes.
Blanch freah corn on the cob for 6
Cut corn from of Deadshot Some declared that Mur
minutes and cold dip.
the cob, cutting from tip to butt. Pre- phy, having flred In self defense, wai
pare string beans and cut into conven- not liable to the fine. Others declared
Blanch 4 minute· and that
ient lengths.
$2,000 for two holes, especially
cold dip. Blanch tomatoes 1 to S minwhen one would have killed the man
utes and cold dip. Remove skin and
was exorbitant The comCut into medium pieces. Mix receiving It,
core.
the price of borthoroughly. Pack in glass jars or en- mittee gave out that
ameled tin cans.
Put rubbers and caps ing holes In human flesh was rising
in position, not tight.
(Cap and Up if and they Were thinking of making 11
using enameled tin cans ) If using hot- 50 per cent higher. They had nothing
water-bath outfit, sterilize 90 minutes; to do with any other consideration than
if using water seal outfit, aterilize 75
enforcing the payment due from hole
minutes; if using a 5 pound steam-pres- borers at ου much a hole.
snre outfit, sterilize 6(Γ minutes; or If
Murphy was a gambler, and, since he
using an aluminum pressure-cooker outRemove jar·. never played to lose, he had plenty
fit, sterilize 45 minute·.
Tighten covers. Invert to oool and test of funds with which to pay his fine.
the joint. Wrap jar· with paper to pre- He added $Γ>00 as a voluntary subscripvent bleaching, and «tore.—New· Letter, tion, making the nest egg for the or
Dept. of Agriculture.
phan asylum $2,500. A hundred dolCORN,

V

w

I

from the Qarden.

Saving and Small Earning·.
ting rid of Arkansaw Bill. It was
In the Scotch parish where the Bar
moved that In case any one pot a hole
in him the fine should be remitted. tag· bank originated a great majority
The motion was carried, but since any of the inhabitants were poor cottagers
run ovei
one bent on putting a hole In the des- Their average wages did not
perado was liable to get a hole In him- 8 shillings (about $2) α week.
self the remission of the fine did not
"It seemed," wrote Samuel Smiles
especially improve matters. No one "a very unlikely pluivi in which to es
An- tabllah a bank for savings, where th»
seemed Inclined to tackle him
drew Hunker proposed a simultaneous poor people were already obliged b
attack upon the enemy, agreeing to strain every nerve to cam α bure llv
Are the first shot But his proposition log, to provide the means of edueutim
did not meet with favor; one or more their children—for, however small hi
lives of good citizens were liable to be Income, the Scottish peasant almoe
paid for that of a villain. It was con- Invariably contrives to save somcthln/
sidered advisable that some stratagem wherewith to send his children t< 1
should be devised by which he could school—and to pay their little contrl
>
be eliminated without fine.
butions to the friendly society of thi
In the first place no one waa suffiparish."
flel< I
ciently Inventive to produce such a
In four years this unpromising
stratagem, and In the second the con- yielded to the Rev. Henry Duncan' ,
sensus of opinion was In favor of a
bank at Ruthwell nearly $5,000. Tb Γ
al
fair fight even if it was desirable to
bank became self sustaining, and
eliminate one of the combatants. It
the ne? 7
over Scotland and England
>
was finally proposed by Mr. Hunker
savings bank idea spread.— Chicag
that each man tackle Arkansaw Bill

■
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Msturitr, in ίΌ years, subject to prsri.r
These Itonds are onsnn at pit.
r
subscript!
will
receive
Treasurer
County
»"·
! I'
same In any multiple of One II un· 1 r·
11 f
Should ihc am uni
until "ept. 20 next
«·'»■
subscribed. preference «1.1 be glveu t
tens of Ox font County.
Smith.
D.
Address: Howard
Ma.ocCounty Treasurer, Norway,
South Paris, August 17. l'J16.
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Do»
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ΜΟΤΙΓΚ.
lie h*
The snbscrlber hereby giro* notice that
of
been duly appointed administrate
estate of
CABL B. POTTLE, late of Lovell.
In tbe Connty of Oxford, deceased, and given
All person* bavins
bonds as Use law direct·.
demanda against tbe estate of said decra-ed
for settlement,
same
the
are desired to present
make
and all Indebted thereto are requested to

payment Immediately.
A LB AN US
1910.
Aug. 17th,

M. POTTLE.

